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A. I ntr o duction

The Stein-Davis Opposition (the "Opposition" ) to the Motion underscores the necessity

of the Requested Relief.' It does so by entirely missing the point of the Motion. The Motion

seeks exercise of the Court's inherent administrative power to facilitate the proper and efficient

administration of justice by designating appropriate lead counsel. It does not seek to remove

Mitchell J. Stein (" Stein" ) from the case, it only addresses appropriate administration of the case.

Instead of addressing the issue at hand, Stein levels yet another broadside on Moving Parties.

With evidence no more substantial than a draft engagement agreement, Stein concocts an

elaborate conspiracy between Spivak and Brookstone Law P.C. ("Brookstone") that is a
10

defamatory fabrication, extending well beyond the litigation privilege in violation of California

Rules of Professional Conduct ("CRPC") Rule 5-200(B) and Bus. & Prof. Code ) 6068.
12

13
Stein's libel is pure fiction. Indeed, Stein and Phil Kramer ("Kramer") — not Moving Parties

partnered with Brookstone to develop a mass joinder practice and to seek clients for that practice.

15
That effort collapsed last month when Brookstone (Stein's client in the very litigation he uses in

16
the Opposition to smear Brookstone) concluded that Stein was incapable of working

17
collaboratively and honestly with them. See annexed declarations of Vito Torchia, Jr.

18 ("Torchia"), Brookstone's managing partner and Kenin M. Spivak ("Spivak Decl.") tttt11-20.

19 Since last week's hearing, Stein also has leveled attacks on SML through his Twitter and

20 Facebook accounts, including attacks based upon information he learned on a privileged basis.

21 By contrast, Moving Parties have posted no information on the Internet and have declined

22 invitations to speak to the press. See Spivak Decl. tt23 and Exs. C and D and annexed

23 declaration of Christopher Tomaszewski ("Tom. Decl."), tt26.

25 ' All initially capitalized terms used in this Reply have the same meanings as in the Motion,

26
unless otherwise specified herein.
2 By submitting this Motion, attached declarations and supporting documents, the Moving

27 Parties do not intend to waive and do not waive any privileges, including, without limitation,

28 work product protection.
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A complex case "requires exceptional judicial management to avoid placing unnecessary

burdens on the court or the litigants.. . and promote effective decision making by the court, the

parties, and counsel." California Rules of Court ("CRC"), Rule 3.400. The performance by

counsel of their greater "duties and responsibilities.. . in their dual roles as advocates and

officers of the court" are key to management of complex civil litigation. Judicial Council of

Cal., Deskbook on the Management of Complex Civil Litigation (2010) ("Deskbook") ) 2.10.

The added demands and burdens of complex litigation place a premium on
professionalism. An attitude by counsel of cooperation, professional courtesy, and
acceptance of the obligations owed as officers of the court is critical to successful
management of the litigation. Counsel need to perform their obligations as advocates in a
manner that will foster and sustain good working relationships among themselves and with

10 the court. They need to communicate constructively and civilly with one another and
attempt to resolve disputes informally as much as possible. Even where the stakes are
high, counsel should avoid unnecessary contentiousness and limit the controversy to

12 material issues genuinely in dispute. Id.

13
As a result, collegiality, consultation, coordination, and continuous communication are

crucial attributes of a lead counsel whose goal is to nurture a good working relationship among

15
counsel for separately represented parties, opposing counsel and with the court. The declarations

16
annexed to the Motion make clear that Spivak has excelled at collaboration, coordination,

17
consultation and transparency within the Plaintiffs' legal team.

18 By contrast, Stein "leads" by intimidation, misdirection and caprice, while refusing to

19 explain his involvement in client solicitation activities and the payment of retainers that might

20 violate the CRPC and/or SB 94 (prohibiting advance fees for loan modifications).

21 Though Stein has greater hands-on litigation experience than does Spivak — who has

22 nonetheless directed considerable complex litigation as a senior executive — Stein does not have

23 greater experience than the SML-Apex team as a whole, which, in addition to Spivak and

Maloney, includes four lawyers at SML with litigation experience ranging from seven to more

25

26
Moving Parties' don't assert that retainers for fraud litigation violate SB 94. Rather, Moving

27 Parties do not understand the basis for the solicitation of clients by Stein and/or Phil Kramer, the
services clients expect to be provided and whether any ethics opinions have been sought or

28 secured from the State Bar.
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than 25 years, each. See Spivak's initial declaration annexed to the Motion (therein and herein,

"SD"), tt53 and the annexed declaration of SML litigator Dennis Russell. Spivak also has

considerable experience directing teams, large and small. See Spivak Decl., tttt3-5.

Moving Parties have experienced litigation lawyers who can properly represent Plaintiffs.

Stein can continue to represent his clients and any joint clients that decline to discharge him. If

he can cooperate with Moving Parties, then subject to a Court order on case management and

compensation, the strengths of each team member might still be available for the common good.

Looking toward trial and the strongest possible team, Moving Parties intend to augment

their team if the Motion is granted. For example, SML is in advanced discussions with veteran

10 class and mass action litigator Thomas G. Foley, Jr. (" Foley" ) to associate into the case in a

leadership position, should Stein be removed as a co-lead counsel. Foley is a founding partner o

12 Foley Bezek Behle & Curtis, LLP ("FBBC"), a Southern California-based law firm whose

13 attorneys have earned a national reputation in class and mass plaintiff actions and lender liability

litigation. Foley is acknowledged as an expert in litigating on behalf ofborrowers against

15 lenders in loan workouts and settlements of disputed loans.

16 Foley has not only lead class actions and mass joinder cases through the pre-trial process,

17 but has also tried 25 such cases to jury verdict. FBBC would also bring to the case its

18 experienced team of class action and mass joinder litigators. Should Foley join the team, he and

19 Spivak would share team leadership, though Foley likely would have a larger role at trial if the

20
case proceeds to that point. See declaration of Thomas G. Foley, Jr., annexed hereto.

21 Because of their consultative and collaborative nature, Moving Parties are open to the

22 addition of senior and specialized counsel if necessary or appropriate. Stein's temperament and

23 comportment make it difficult for him to attract or retain such counsel. This will imminently be

a considerable resource problem for Stein. According to Stein's and Phil Kramer's ("Kramer")

25 web sites, Stein and Kramer (by whom Davis is also employed) have recently filed numerous

26
mass joinder cases against major banks both in Los Angeles and Florida (see SD, Ex. B and

27
Spivak Decl., Exs D and E). Their web sites assert that Stein and Kramer have recently filed or

28
will be imminently filing a total of more than 30 mass joinder cases. In addition, through
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Hartford Dunn or its successor under another name, Stein and Michael S. Riley seek to expand

nationwide. See SD, Ex. F. That is a lot of litigation against a lot of defendants, for a lot of

plaintiffs in a lot of courts.

B. Ste i n Has Destroyed Team Cohesion, thus Depriving Plaintiffs of Their Best

Potential to Prevail

While Stein would like to claim ownership of this action, this lawsuit belongs to the

Plaintiffs. The action was commenced on behalf of 17 Plaintiffs by two of the Moving Parties,

Jones and Tomaszewski, along with Stein. Jones and Tomaszewski originated the majority of

the clients in this case and work closely with their clients. They are the "go to" members of the

10 legal team for settlement discussions with the bank and for communications between the bank

and clients. See declarations annexed to Motion and Tom Decl. $23. Apex selected Stein to be

12 lead counsel and then Stein and Spivak to be co-lead counsel. In the declarations supporting the

13 Motion and in Tom Decl. tt18, Moving Parties describe their efforts to collaborate with the entire

legal team and Stein's and Davis' contrary methods.

15 After consultation with many of their clients and with their authorization, Apex has

16 withdrawn its consent for Stein to be co-lead counsel. See Tom Dec., tt26 and annexed

17 declarations of named Plaintiffs Paul and Lisa Ronald and Plaintiffs Caprice Day-Borgeson,

18 Daniel Borgeson and Dustin Hanna, each of whom supports the Motion.

19 Stein's actions have deprived the team's clients of the lawyers they retained and the

20 benefits of the team. In complex litigation, a team must be greater than the sum of its parts.

21 After settling with defendant Agate, in or about September 2010, Stein started working

22 with Kramer, inter alia, to generate clients for this action. Spivak Decl. tt24, Tom Decl. tt21 In

23 November 2010, Spivak noticed Internet postings linking Stein, Kramer and K2 to improper

425 One of the more inventive assertions in the Opposition is that if SML works with Brookstone
on joinder cases, a conflict would arise. Aside from the fact that lawyers often develop an

26
expertise suing the same defendant, Stein worked on Brookstone's Wright case and admits he

27 has filed or will file nearly 30 joinder cases. The Opposition also brazenly asserts — without a
scintilla of evidence — except that someone told Riley — that Brookstone and Spivak control

28 Stein's and Hartford Dunn's website. These assertions are patently false. See Torchia Decl.
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client solicitations that misrepresented the success of the Ronald case and described the payment

of retainers. Some of these postings also described allowances that would be paid to marketing

agents, potentially constituting "capping." SD ttl l. Spivak Decl. tt25. Spivak warned Stein that

such activities were unacceptable. Spivak Decl. tt25. Stein disagreedwith Spivak's analysis of

what was permissible and, in any event, denied wrongdoing. Spivak Decl. tt25.

By the end of November, Stein decided to push Spivak out. See Torchia Decl., tt17.

With that decision, consultation and collaboration within the legal team declined, depriving

clients of the benefit of a strong team with complementary skills and a unified purpose. .

Thereafter, Spivak discovered on the Internet a Stein retainer agreement with instructions

10 to pay an advance retainer to Kramer. Spivak Decl., $27, 29 and received solicitations on behalf

ofKramer and Stein. Spivak Decl. tt27, Ex F. Stein denied any knowledge. Spivak Decl. tt27.

12 Spivak requested that Stein send him copies of the Stein-Spivak engagement agreements

13 Stein had confirmed were provided to approximately 108 plaintiffs, as well as potential future

plaintiffs, re-asserted his concerns about Kramer and made clear that to the extent that any

15 advanced retainer fees received by Kramer and/or Stein were legally proper and appropriate,

16 those fees were to be properly accounted for. SD tt14; Spivak Decl. tt28-30.

17 In December 2010, Stein asserted there were no joint Stein-Spivak clients and that all

18 such clients were Stein clients. SD tt28. This insistence contrasts with Stein's assertions that he

19 has only the best interests of the clients at heat and that he is not seeking to force clients away

20 from their attorneys of choice, while arrogating to himself all compensation decisions.

21 By December 2011, Tomaszewski also observed Internet postings linking Kramer and

22 Stein to misleading solicitations, advance fee retainers and possible capping. He received phone

23 calls from clients relating the same events. He advised Stein of his concerns. Stein denied

wrongdoing on December 21, 2010 with the cryptic response "Drink the Kool Aid, get diabetes."

25 Stein also began to build his hypocritical theme that Spivak only cared about money and

26
privately claimed to Apex that Spivak associated with people of questionable repute. Tom.

27
Decl.)22

28
During the Status Conference on February 3, 2011, the Court instructed plaintiffs to make
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a regularly noticed motion to add plaintiffs. On February 9, 2011, without prior consultation

with the Moving Parties, Davis sent a notice of an ex parte motion to add 349 plaintiffs. Moving

Parties (internally) and BofA counsel objected thereto. Stein dropped the motion. SD tt19,

Spivak Decl.)31.

By February 11, 2011, after Spivak had objected to his lack of knowledge of the

provenance of prospective plaintiffs and Stein's efforts to exclude Spivak from involvement with

new clients, Spivak Decl.)30, Stein emailed Tomaszewski that he should stop talking to Spivak

and that Spivak should "no longer be in the loop." Tom Decl. tt23

From that point, Stein repeatedly acted without consulting with the Moving Parties tried

10 to use Apex to force out SML and SML to force out Apex. Some 134 clients of the Moving

Parties, plus probably a further 108 Stein-Spivak clients, selected Moving Parties to represent

12 their interests. Yet, Moving Parties were largely excluded by Stein from involvement in the

13 case. SD tt25-28, TD tt24.

While he was privately advising Apex not to work with Spivak, Stein continued to

15 communicate his praise of Spivak and asserted to Spivak that only Spivak and Stein zealously

16 advocated for all clients. He accused Jones and Tomaszewski of violating fiduciary duties to the

17 Plaintiffs and told Spivak that Tomaszewski associated with people of questionable repute and

18 that Apex would be terminated. Spivak Decl. tt32.

19 Stein thereafter refused to communicate with Apex and/or Spivak, and excluded them

20 from the critical TRO Application, TRO Petition and Preliminary Opposition, as well as the last

21 Status Report and Opposition to the Guardian Intervention, while paradoxically claiming that

22 Apex and/or Spivak were responsible for certain matters Stein had failed to do — after Stein said

23 he had already done them. See SD, tt25-28, TD, tt13,19,24,JD, tt9 and MD, tt8.

Concurrent with his efforts to force them out of the case, Stein also ominously threatened

25 Moving Parties not to disengage from their participation in the case. Spivak Decl., tt32.

26
It is impossible for the clients to obtain the benefit of the counsel they retained from a

27
dysfunctional team or a team that does not know its obligations because one of their members

28
has hidden that information, while doing his best to separate, vilify and disrupt the team.
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C. Ste i n Creates a Work of Malicious Fiction

Rather than engage on the issues raised in Motion, Stein does precisely that which was

predicted in the Motion — he attacks.

From November 2011, Stein has been counsel to Brookstone and its managing partner,

Torchia and its (non-lawyer) chief operating officer. In connection with his representation of

Brookstone and Torchia, in November 2010, Stein referred Brookstone and Torchia to Spivak

for expert advice and legal services. On behalf of Brookstone and Torchia, Stein reviewed

Spivak's and SML's engagement agreements with Brookstone and Torchia. Stein knows that

Torchia is the sole shareholder of Brookstone. He knows that none of the Moving Parties has

10 any financial interest in Brookstone and that neither Brookstone nor Torchia have any financial

interest in SML. See Torchia Decl. tt8 and Spivak Decl. tt19-20.

12 SML and Spivak have nothing to do with Brookstone's operations. By contrast, those

13 operations were developed by Brookstone with and at first, for, Stein and Kramer. Just two

weeks ago on his blog, Stein acknowledged that he works with Brookstone. Stein's web site has

15 a link to Brookstone. See Torchia Decl. and Spivak Decl., which lay to rest the scandalous and

16 false assertions made by Stein against his own clients (Brookstone and Torchia) and demonstrate

17 that Stein himself is responsible for the activities he criticizes.

18 Though the Moving Parties are constrained from releasing relevant e-mails because of

19 privilege, or assertion of privilege, the summaries of events set forth in the SD, Spivak Decl. and

20 tom Decl. fully support the Moving Parties' assertions regarding Stein's aggression toward the

21 legal team, at the expense of the team's ability to provide ethical and effective legal services for

22
the benefit of all clients. '

23 Stein falsely asserts the Motion is about money. First, the Motion is about clients

25 ' If requested, Moving Parties will deliver to the Court for en camera review redacted or
unredacted copies of numerous emails among the legal team pertaining to the matters described

26
herein. Moving Parties do not believe the redacted emails contain privileged communications.

27 Rather, the communications pertain to commercial discussions between; concerns regarding
practices with which Stein says he was not involved; expressions of frustration regarding lack of

28 consultation; and threats made by Stein to and about the legal team's performance.
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giving clients zealous and effective representation through a unified, transparent team that places

client interests above games and manipulation. Without a strong, capable, committed, well

managed team, the clients are denied proper representation.

Second, the Motion is about Moving parties' concern about whether Stein has complied

with California law, including SB 94 and CRPC 1-400 Moving Parties can not verify Stein's

denials ofhis involvement in dozens of Internet sites in the face of reports received from third

parties and in the face of known facts: Stein and Kramer work (or did work) together. Davis

works for Kramer. Davis and Stein work together. Davis and Stein work in the same building.

Davis and Stein hid the fact that Davis works for Kramer and Davis omits that fact from his

10 latest declaration. SD tt41, MD tt10.

Third, the Motion has resulted from Stein's attempts to deny clients representation by

12 their attorneys of choice and to force these clients to work through him, with the apparent goal o

13 controlling the case and compensation and forcing Apex and SML out of the case.

Fourth, it is about how the clients are entitled to have confidence in the integrity of their

15 lawyers, the judicial system and their arrangements with their lawyers.

16 Moving Parties are not alleging the ultimate fact of improper solicitations, retainers or

17 capping.. Though there is credible evidence of wrongdoing, Stein denies anything is amiss and

18 refuses to provide the relevant information. Moving Parties are thus placed at risk of unknown

19 liabilities, while clients are deprived of an informed, unified legal team.

20 Without the engagement agreements (including all original agreements, modifications,

21 replacements, amendments and supplements thereto proposed or executed), Moving Parties can' t

22 know: whether Spivak is or was a party; what services were offered to clients; the financial

23 terms; or even who the client believes his or her lawyer to be. Stein? Kramer? Spivak? Apex?

Without solicitation materials, Moving Parties can't know what representations,

25 inducements or promises were made to clients and can't do what the clients want them to do.

26

D. The M ost Important Criterion in Designating a Lead Counsel is Collegiality
27

28
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Even in Federal class action litigation, counsel's experience in such actions is only one o

four criteria used to determine the appointment of class counsel, and it is not the dominant

consideration. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(g)(1), 23(g)(2). In California class actions, the

considerations given to the appointment of class counsel include the "relative competence,

experience, dedication, reliability, and resources" of the attorneys representing different

individuals or groups of Plaintiffs. See Deskbook, $ 3.73[1], p. 247.

The considerations for the choice of lead counsel in a large joinder litigation must, of

necessity, broaden to include the key qualities of consultative work habits, temperament and

collegiality as vital to coordinating and working collaboratively with attorneys for separately

10 represented parties. This is made clear in ) 2.11[1] of the Deskbook:

Lead counsel: Lead counsel are charged with major responsibility for formulating (after
consultation with other counsel) and presenting positions on substantive and procedural

12 issues during the litigation. Typically, they act for the group, either personally or by

13 coordinating the efforts of others, in presenting written and oral arguments and suggestions
to the court, working with opposing counsel in developing and implementing a litigation
plan, initiating and organizing discovery requests and responses, conducting the principal
examination of deponents, employing experts, arranging for support services, and seeing

15
that schedules are met.

16 The Court has broad authority and latitude in naming lead counsel. CRC Rule

17 3.750(b)(7) specifies that one of the considerations is whether "to appoint liaison or lead

18 counsel." If so, "the judge needs to take an active part in the process that results in appointment

19 of counsel to a designated administrative role in the litigation." Deskbook, ) 2.11[4]. While not

20 a dispositive factor in making such a determination, Spivak has the support of the attorneys

21 representing a majority of the named plaintiffs — and they, in turn, have the support and authority

22 of their clients. By contrast to Stein's rule by intimidation, Spivak has demonstrated a consistent

23 desire to collaborate and consult. Indeed, that is why Spivak does not have copies the Stein

Spivak engagement agreements — while Spivak focused on the Third Amended Complain and

25 motions to remand, he trusted Stein to follow up on execution of the engagement agreements.

26 SML has the professional staffing appropriate to this case (Spivak Decl.(6) and is not

27 contemplating filing "at least 22" mass joinder cases within the next month, as Stein's web site

28 trumpets. See Spivak Decl., Ex. C. Importantly, as SML's discussions with Foley indicate:
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Spivak's ego will not interfere in bringing in additional talent, even should the price of that talent

be a reduction in Spivak's authority, compensation or "credit" for prevailing. Rather, Spivak and

the other Moving Parties want what is best for their clients and for a collaborative working

relationship with their team, opposing counsel and the Court.

E. Enga gement Agreements Creating Potential Liability Must be Produced

Stein refuses to deliver copies of the Stein-Spivak engagement agreements under the

guise these documents are confidential communications protected by attorney-client privilege.

The legal team have an absolute right to review engagement agreements to which they may be a

party or pursuant to which they may have duties or which could create potential conflicts of

10 interest. The holder of the attorney-client privilege is the client and it is the outside world to

which any confidentiality pertains, not the firms designated in an engagement agreement or who

12 perform pursuant thereto. Ev. Code $ 953(a). In accordance with his professional obligations,

13 Stein must deliver the engagement agreements to Spivak for review.

Indeed, without review, there is no way to ascertain whether Stein abrogated his

15 agreements with Spivak from inception, or whether Stein performed those agreements but now

16 seeks to avoid obligations thereunder. In either event, Stein has repeatedly asserted that Spivak

17 may not cease rendering services to all plaintiffs named in the case. See Spivak Decl. $32.

18 F. Conc lusion

19 For the reasons stated herein and in the attached declarations, the Moving Parties

20 respectfully request that this Court grant the Requested Relief.

21
Respectfully submitted,

22

SML LLP
23

APEX LEGAL GROUP PC

25 Dated: April 5, 2011
Kenin M. Spivak

26 Attorneys for Moving Parties

27

28

10
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TOMASZEWSKI DECLARATION

I, Christopher Tomaszewski, declare that:

1. I have personal knowledge of the following facts, except as to those matters based on

information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be true. If called to testify, I

could and would competently testify thereto based upon my personal knowledge, except as to the

matters set forth based on information and belief.

2. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all courts of the State of

California. I am a partner in Apex Law Group PC (" Apex" ). I have been a partner in Apex and

Apex has been a counsel of record in the Ronald action since the filing of the lawsuit on March

12, 2009.

3. Since graduating from law school in 2003, I have practiced as in house counsel and in

private practice. In each of these capacities, I have managed teams of professionals. In each

instance, my goal was an efficient, informed team with common objectives.

4. I take my ethical responsibilities very seriously. I do not condone any deviation from

absolute adherence to the Rules of Professional Responsibility members of the California Bar are

charged with upholding.

BROOKS TONE

5. Paragraph 27 of the declaration of Mitchell J. Stein (" Stein" ) is a clear fabrication. I

recently became "of counsel" to SML LLP. However, I have never worked with nor received

any compensation from Brookstone Law or any "Orange County boiler room operation." I take

umbrage at such innuendo.

STEIN'S ACTIVITIES AND DESTRUCTION OF THE TEAM

6. At the outset of this litigation, Apex and Stein agreed that the originating law firm

would be responsible for working closely with its clients and keeping its clients informed about

' In submitting this declaration and the exhibits hereto, the declarant does not intend to waive
and does not waive any privileges, including, without limitation, work product protection.



the litigation. I have worked to make certain that all clients originated by Apex received timely

updates as to the status of this litigation and any new developments and I have encouraged

clients to communicate any questions that they may have. When clients have asked to meet with

me or my partner Bridget Jones, we have promptly arranged those meetings.

7. The Third Amended Complaint included 249 parties originated from Apex, Stein and

Spivak. A color coded list (the "database" referred to by Stein) was created by Ms. Jones

consisting of contact information provided by Apex clients, Stein and Spivak. This list was

distributed multiple times in order to avoid confusion as to the delegation of duties relating to

client communication with each respective firm. It was agreed upon by myself, Spivak and Stein

10 that each firm was responsible for communicating with clients they respectively originated, with

the exception that Stein was responsible for communicating with the Stein-Spivak clients.

12 8. The separation of clients for purposes of communication did not apply to other

13 activities, for which all counsel acted as a group. For example, Spivak's opposition to the Bank

of America demurrer equally benefitted all clients and many aspects of discovery equally benefit

15 all clients.

16 9. On multiple occasions, Stein has claimed to have a team of lawyers and paralegals

17 working with him in order to facilitate communication with his clients and the Stein-Spivak

18 clients. In fact, Stein claimed that this "database" had been uploaded by Gary Digirolamo, who

19 was handling relations for all his clients.

20 10. St e in has repeatedly objected to loan modification packets as "free discovery."

21 11. I h ave always made it clear that I am available to speak to Stein whenever it is

22 convenient for him and to assist as requested- Stein consistently fails to extend the same courtesy

23 to me, often failing to return calls and emails despite urgent requests to do so.

12. On September 16, 2009 at 1:49 p.m. Stein offered Apex a 50% stake in this

25
litigation and asserted that he always intended to do so from the very inception of the case(these

26
numbers pre-date Spivak's involvement). Stein is the one fixated upon money but has twisted

27
my desire for an orderly execution of tasks and a written designation of such as agreed.

28
However, Stein is the one who calls at the eleventh hour demanding monstrous tasks be
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completed immediately, as he often ignores organization, deadlines and the practicalities of

getting things done and then blames others for his negligence.

13. St e in has been consistently "inconsistent" in his attitude and demands. On one

day, he will have an idea — or accept a team member's idea as a good one — and agree to

implement that idea, and then within a day or two later, he will deny having had or consented to

and will hurl false and inflammatory accusations at members of the team to make it appear as

though that member has interfered in the prosecution of the lawsuit. Stein has often claimed that

he or his team would complete a task. In the end, there is no team to find and Stein blames

others for the fact that he and whoever else he has on his team never started the agreed work, let

10 alone completed it.

14. In a similar vein, on numerous occasions, Stein has lauded Spivak with well

12 deserved praise, only to turn 180 degrees and baselessly attack him shortly thereafter. Stein has

13 been particularly aggressive when Spivak has properly corrected Stein's mistaken analyses or

recollections of events.

15 15. St e in also has vacillated with my partner Bridget Jones and me. At times, he has

16 insisted that we get rid of Spivak and that together, we can prevail. At other times, he has

17 asserted that Bridget and I were violating our duties and had to go.

18 16. St e in has gone so far as to demand that I cease communicating with Spivak and

19 ignore him — even as Spivak was diligently creating the pleadings that have materially

20 progressed the case. In preparing for this Motion, I have now — for the first time — seen almost

21 concurrent communications from Stein to Spivak in which he praised Spivak and condemned

22 Apex.

23 17. Th e contrast between Spivak's inclusive, consistent, analytic and consultative

approach and Stein's Machiavellian machinations could not be wider. Stein's behavior not only

25
damages the team, it greatly damages our ability to advocate for our clients.

26
18. It i s clear from the emails Stein has sent to me and other emails I have read, as

27
well as Stein's general demeanor, failure to consult, secret filings and deletion of our names from

28
the captions of the Court of Appeals filings that Stein is trying to make the process so
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uncomfortable that Spivak, Maloney, Jones and I resign from the case — leaving Stein with the

benefit of our work and the right to claim the contingency fees by which we will be

compensated. One of the problems with this, however, is that our clients hired us and expected

us to represent their interests. Stein's exclusionary tactics deprive our clients of their rights.

19. Though Stein has not succeeded at pushing us from the case, he has destroyed the

team's ability to collaborate. With lack of consultation, secret motions and a troubling

association with attorney Phil Kramer, Stein has destroyed the team's ability to work together for

the benefit of our clients. As smart as Stein may be, he is far from perfect and when he acts

outside of the team, the results are not what our clients deserve. The value of the team is both

10 the sum of its parts and, with respect to his areas of expertise, its access to Spivak. Stein has cut

Spivak out, cut Apex out and proceeded for his benefit, not our clients' benefits. Additionally,

12 until February 28, 2011, each member of the legal team had been accorded the opportunity by

13 the other members of the legal team to review, comment on and approve all motions, pleadings

and other documents filed in court

15 20. Ste in 's maneuvering and manipulation of his fellow counsel has created an

16 environment that does not and cannot further the best interest of the clients.

17 21. A ft e r settling with defendant Agate (without having consulted Apex about any

18 settlement terms or the fact that a settlement would occur ), Stein advised me that he started

19 working with Phil Kramer on various matters. In December 2010, Stein specifically credited

20 Kramer with referring hundreds of clients for this case after the Agate settlement.

21 22. Beg inning in December 2010, I noticed Internet postings linking Stein, Kramer

22 and K2 to improper client solicitations that misrepresented the success of the Ronald case to that

23 date and which described the payment of retainers. Some of these emails also described

allowances that would be paid to marketing agents, potentially constituting "capping." I reached

25
out to Stein to express my concerns. He responded "Drink the Kool Aid, get diabetes." He

26
strongly disagreed that anything was wrong, and instead suggested that I should be concerned

27
that Mr. Spivak had business associates who had been interviewed by the FBI. He told me Mr.

28
Spivak was jealous and I should disregard him.
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23. Thereafter, on February 11, after Spivak had objected to his lack of knowledge of

the provenance of prospective plaintiffs and Stein's failure to reach financial agreements

regarding permissible clients, Stein told me I should stop talking to Spivak and that Spivak

should "no longer be in the loop." He accused Mr. Spivak of a propensity to fail — even though

Mr. Spivak has been extremely successful advancing the plaintiffs' case in this action.

24. The reafter, as explained in my declaration to the Motion, Stein ceased consulting

with my partner Bridget Jones or me, filed numerous motions without consulting with us, deleted

us from the caption and, generally, excluded us from the case in violation of the rights and

interests of our clients, as well as our rights and interests.

10 25. On F r iday, April 1, 2011, I received the Cal Bar ejournal. One of the lead stories

pertained to a State Bar alert regarding impermissible marketing activities for mass joinder cases,

12 including this action. I downloaded the story where is annexed hereto as Exhibit A.

13 26. None of Apex, Ms. Jones or I, have a blog; to the best of my knowledge, none of us

post on blogs. I have not spoken to anyone about having posted a blog entry regarding this

15 action, any joinder cases or any lawyer in this case, either before or after doing so, except for

16 discussions over the last several months with Stein and pertaining to postings made by Stein or

17 facilitated by Stein. I have declined to be interviewed pertaining to the Motion. I advised a

18 reporter that I would not comment on the Motion when he phoned to interview me.

19 27. Over the last 10 days, Ms. Jones and I have tried to reach our personal clients. To

20
date, I have reached 80 of them, all of whom have authorized me to discharge Stein and seek his

21
removal as co-lead counsel.

22
ECAPITAL CONS ULTING

23 28. Paragraph 5 of Stein's declaration is false and misleading since I have never owned

a loan modification company, whether ECapital or otherwise. Nate Bitner, referenced in Stein's

25
declaration, was the owner of ECapital and I was never his partner.

26
29. When Stein's wife, Tracey Hampton-Stein, hired ECapital it was to work on a

27
number of projects, one of which was a loan modification. When ECapital could not complete

28
the loan modification, Bitner asked if I could step in and assist. When I reported back to the
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Steins (Mitch was on every phone call with Tracey), Stein was upset that the bank was not

cooperating and invited me to Los Angeles to discuss the potential for litigation against the bank.

Being a consumer advocate, I agreed. The collective assertion by the Steins that I "begged" Mr.

Stein to pursue the lawsuit is a fabrication.

30. I have never received any complaints derived from the limited assistance I provided

for parties seeking loan modifications. As such, contrary to Paragraph 6 of Stein's declaration, I

have never been "in serious trouble" or any trouble. Paragraph 6 is a lie.

DECLARATION OF TR4CEY HAMPTON-STEIN

31. Paragraph 7 of Hampton-Stein's declaration is blatantly false. Ms. Hampton-Stein

10 never signed a retainer with Apex and all communications and decisions as to Hampton-Stein's

circumstances were handled solely by Stein.

12 32. Paragraph 15 of Hampton-Stein's declaration contains a false statement as to

13 representations made by Apex to Hampton-Stein. At no time have I or Ms. Jones ever stated to

Hampton-Stein. "this case would not exist if not for Mr. Stein."

15 33. I never met Ms. Stein until I flew out to meet with Stein in Los Angeles.

16 BARASH DECLARATION

17 34. Paragraph 6 of the Barash declaration contains false assertions. Barash is untruthful

18 when he asserts that he has interacted with Apex. "on more than a dozen occasions." In fact, I

19
have never met Barash and I have spoken to him only once, then apparently another time

20 without even knowing he was on the phone(see below). Further, our email interactions occurred

21 because Stein copied me on emails to Barash and Barash at one point had a question related to a

22 client.

23 35. On March 15, 2011, I spoke with Stein but had no idea Barash was also listening in.

Barash's memory is faulty as to this conversation. Rather than my stating that Jones and I were

25
unavailable able for days on end, I advised Stein that Jones was unavailable on the particular day,

26
March 15, 2011, until 4:00pm.

27
36. Paragraph 10 of Barash's declaration is untruthful. During my discussion with

28
Stein on March 15, 2011, Stein demanded to know whether I was doing business with Spivak
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and SML. Stein never enquired as to Brookstone. I have never implied that Spivak has any

financial interest in Brookstone. I do not and to my knowledge, he does not.

37. I was never consulted about the writ, no document drafts were ever forwarded to me

and at no time did I express "pleasure" at the fact this document was filed without my consent or

that my firm named was deleted from the caption.

FIEDLER DECLARATION

38. There is a declaration annexed to the Opposition from a Lezette Fiedler. I do not

know her, nor am I or Ms. Jones responsible for communicating with her as this duty and

responsibility belongs to Stein and his staff. I would look forward to the cross examination of

10 Ms. Fiedler by counsel as to who represented to her that Ms. Jones would be contacting her.

IRVING DECLARATION

12 39. There is a declaration annexed to the Opposition from an Evelyn Irving. I do not

13 know her, nor am I or Ms. Jones responsible for communicating with her as this duty and

responsibility belongs to Stein and his staff. I have never spoken to Ms. Irving, but I would look

15 forward to the cross-examination of Ms. Irving as to her alleged discussions and purported

16 recollections.

17 ADDITIONAL DECLARATIONS

18 40. I do not know and do not believe I have ever met or communicated with Stephen or

19
Barbara Robinson or Carl Saterfied, Frank Martinez, Edward Bostock or Josh Shelton.

20

21 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April

22 5, 2011, at Sacramento, California.

23

25

26

27 Christopher Tomaszewski

28
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Another warning about loan modification
seams issued

By Nancy McCarthy

Staff Writer

When Los Angeles lawyer Luis Rodriguez responded to a summons-like mailer soliciting him to join

other homeowners in a lawsuit against the Bank of America, he was told he qualified to be a plaintiff

and had only to "donate" $6,ooo to sign up. Rodriguez, a deputy public defender and member of the

State Bar Board of Governors, was told the bank had misled consumers, but "high caliber" lawyers

would handle the case. Be patient, he was told; these cases take a year or two to resolve. And, he was

promised, he would receive some money.

The solicitation came to Rodriguez' home and although he once had a BofA loan and had refinanced,

the bank was no longer involved. But he apparently was a target of the latest marketing effort to

attract homeowners who, unlike Rodriguez, are facing foreclosure. (Rodriguez did not join the suit.)

The California Department of Real Estate issued a consumer alert last month warning mortgage

holders to beware of such solicitations by lawsuit marketers who request upfront fees to file "mass

joinder" or class action lawsuits with promises of extraordinary home mortgage relief.

The marketing materials variously claim a class action lawsuit may already have been filed and a

homeowner can join as a plaintiff and can stop paying the lender, the lawsuit will help modify a home

loan, or filing a lawsuit will stop the homeowner's payment obligation and foreclosure. One Internet

advertisement claims, "... at the very least, damages could be awarded that would reduce the

principal balance of the note on your home to 8o percent of market value and give you a 2 percent

interest rate for the life of the loan."

The marketing materials "always seem to suggest with hyperbole that the result an individual

homeowner can get is everything from a cash settlement to reduction in the loan or what they call an

equity strip, which means they get the home free and clear," said Wayne Bell, DRE chief counsel.

Such claims, he added, are "often overblown and exaggerated. But people are desperate for some kind

of hope, and this gives them the hope."

The "mass joinder" and class action solicitations are the latest in a long list of ways to deal with the

housing foreclosure crisis that began in 2oo9. The Department of Real Estate issued consumer alerts

and fraud warnings early on about loan modification seams, in which lawyers took fees upfront but

then did none of the promised work to help clients avoid foreclosure. In October 2oo9, Senate Bill 94

became law in California, prohibiting lawyers from collecting upfront fees in loan modification or

mortgage forbearance matters.
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Scammers quickly followed up with schemes related to short sale transactions, forensic loan audits,

false and misleading claims of special expertise and credentials related to home loan relief services,

and other real estate and mortgage relief swindles. In January, the Federal Trade Commission also

banned advance fees but carved out an exception for lawyers who meet certain conditions. For the

most part, however, SB 94 trumps the FTC ban and prohibits lawyers from collecting advance fees for

loan modification work.

The newest claims, usually made via direct mailers and the Internet, offer both legitimate-sounding

litigation services and promises of extraordinary remedies, all "with the goal of taking and getting

some of your money," Bell said.

The State Bar, which created a loan modification task force in 2008 to handle a groundswell of client

complaints about lawyers who commit misconduct in that area, is starting to receive complaints

about lawyers who offer to add clients to a class action lawsuit. Each client generally pays a non

refundable fee, anywhere from $3,000 to $9,000, to be added as a plaintiff. Bar investigator Tom

Layton said he believes thousands of people have been solicited and signed up, and he estimated

bogus foreclosure litigation operations may have collected between $io million and $15 million. It is

unclear whether lawyers are engaging in marketing, doing legal work or sharing fees with non

lawyers.

An Internet search of terms like "foreclosure defense," "mortgage litigation" and "mass joinder"

produces no shortage of results, including an invitation to join a lawsuit against the Bank of America

that claims i,200 plaintiffs. Bell provided a flyer from an operation claiming to represent a

"nationwide group of attorneys" that explained that distressed homeowners have three options when

considering whether to hire a lawyer — start making payments on your home, move out and either

pay rent or a new mortgage or hire a lawyer.

"By hiring an attorney," the flyer says, "you not only get the immediate protection and assistance you

need to prevent you (sic) lender from taking your home but you also have a chance of getting a much

lower payment, lower principal balance and in some cases elimination of the mortgage altogether."

Another site advises simply, "Sue Your Mortgage Lender." It talks about "[a] secret conspiracy that

transpired among a vast network of blood-thirsty financiers..." and asserts that "[b]ankers along

with loan officers were utilizing bribery and kickback strategies to sway real estate appraisers..."

The site includes a i6-page retainer agreement with a fee based on the value of the consumer' s

property value. The smallest retainer fee is $4,000.

A solicitation circulating in the Hispanic community in Los Angeles offers "for $10,000 we can get

you your home for free."
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Bell urges consumers to be skeptical about marketing pitches and to carefully vet lawyers and

examine claims that lawsuits can protect homeowners from foreclosure. He explains that litigation

can be expensive and protracted and there are no guarantees with respect to the outcome.

"Mortgage rescue frauds are extremely good at selling false hope to consumers with regard to home

loans," Bell warns. "The scammers continue to adapt and to modify their schemes as soon as their last

ones became ineffective."
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SPIVAK DECLARATION

I, Kenin M. Spivak, declare:

1. I h ave personal knowledge of the following facts, except as to those matters

based on information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be true. If

called to testify, I could and would competently testify thereto based upon my personal

knowledge, except as to the matters set forth based on information and belief.

2. I a m an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all courts of the State

of California. I am co-lead counsel for Plaintiffs in the Ronald Action.'

Experienced and Capable Team

10 3. I g r aduated from Columbia Law School in 1980, where I was a Stone

Scholar each year. Thereafter, I practiced law for four years. Thereafter, I was the

12 principal business/legal executive for a company in New York and an investment banker

13 for Merrill Lynch. Thereafter, I was the second-ranking executive of major studio

MGM/UA Communications Co., where I functioned as chief operating officer. All

15 business and legal heads reported to me and I was heavily involved in directing

16 significant litigation throughout the United Sates and, occasionally, outside of the United

17 States.

18 4. S i nce leaving MGM/UA, I have been chairman, CEO, vice chairman and

19 advisor to numerous companies, many of which engaged in substantial complex

20 litigation. In all instances, I personally directed that litigation, occasionally arguing in

21 Court and generally participating in strategy and in drafting complaints and major

22 motions. We seldom lost. I have tried cases to a successful jury verdict as lead counsel

23 and as lead counsel represented clients in complex litigation that did not reach trial.

5. I n a l l of the foregoing activities, I directed teams of from several

25

26

27 ' In submitting this declaration and the exhibits hereto, the declarant does not intend to
waive and does not waive any privileges, including, without limitation, work product

28 protection.
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professionals to many hundreds of professionals, and even thousands of total employees.

After going through a learning curve during which I was less than perfect in collaborating

and consulting — with adverse results for team cohesion — I developed the perspective and

maturity to offer those working with me, or for me, maximum information and a

complete opportunity for participation and consultation. Further, I sought and seek

consensus whenever practicable. Though, as team leader, I reserve the right to make

final decisions within the ambit of my authority, I do my best to lead in an inclusive and

transparent manner.

6. I f t he Motion is granted, my skills will be augmented by experienced

10 litigators, including experienced trial counsel. Initially, Dennis Russell — a 25-year

litigator will immediately step in, backed by three other litigators at SML LLP ("SML")

12 who have from seven to 30 years of litigation experience. See Russell's declaration,

13 lodged concurrently herewith.

7. I f u r ther commit that if this matter proceeds to trial, SML will add a litigator

15 with specific experience trying class and/or mass actions. To that end, I have been in

16 advanced discussions with Thomas G. Foley, Jr. a veteran class and mass action litigator

17 who is the founding partner of a law firm that specializes in such actions. I am optimistic

18 that Foley will join the case within a few weeks, well before it proceeds to trial. See

19 Foley's declaration lodged concurrently herewith.

20 8. B y contrast, I have personally observed that Mitchell J. Stein's(" Stein" )

21 team consists of Stein, Erikson Davis (" Davis" ), a first year associate and one other part

22 time contract lawyer. That team — which at least as to Davis is shared with Phil Kramer

23 ("Kramer"), is stretched thin with nearly 30 mass joinder cases. Exhibit A annexed

hereto is a true and correct copy of a page I downloaded on March 2, 2011 from one of

25 Stein's web sites, http: //www.dobielaw.org/. The page shows that in addition to the

26
Ronald action, Stein has commenced three mass joinder cases and that "The Firm shall be

27
filing suit against at least 22 additional financial institutions across the United States by

28
the end of April, 2011."
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9. Exhibit B annexed hereto is a true and correct copy of a page I downloaded

on March 2, 2011 from Kraner's web site at http: //www.k2-law.corn/Litigation.php. The

page shows that K2 has commenced five mass joinder cases.

10. One minor correction — Stein asserts in his declaration that I "pestered" him

to join SML. To the contrary, until he associated with Kramer — and at times even after

that association, he pestered me for an of counsel relationship, at one point advising me

that all he really wanted to was to be my partner; admittedly almost the same day, he sent

an email to a wider group castigating SML and asserting that he would not want an

association with SML.

10 Brookstone

11. I take ethical obligations seriously. In that regard, I have served for many

12 years as a member of the advisory board of the RAND Corporation Center for Corporate

13 Ethics and Governance and I have testified as an expert witness on ethics.

12. I n a transparent effort to divert the Court's attention from issues raised in the

15 Motion, Stein attacks me — essentially saying: "Anything Moving Parties suggest I might

16 have done with Kramer, Spivak is doing with Brookstone Law P.C. ("Brookstone") and

17 Brookstone is very, very bad."

18 13. The core problem with the attack is that it is completely false in every

19 material respect, known by Stein to be false because he has been Brookstone's lawyer

20 since November 2010 and — to whatever limited extent the facts about Brookstone are

21 correct (and I do not testify that any attacks of improper activity are correct),

22
Brookstone's efforts with respect tojoinder cases were undertaken with Stein and

23
Kramer, not me, not SML and not Apex. See declaration of Vito Torchia, Jr.

("Torchia") lodged concurrently herewith.

25 14. In November 2010, Torchia, managing partner of Brookstone engaged me to

26
provide expert testimony on certain matters pertaining to a proceeding in Bankruptcy

27
Court in Orange County. At that time, SML, the predecessor to SML LLP (collectively,

28 "SML") was engaged as an attorney for Brookstone with respect to certain compliance
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matters. The foregoing matters were referred to me by Stein, who had been engaged by

Brookstone and Torchia as counsel in connection with the Bankruptcy matter and perhaps

other matters. See Torchia declaration lodged concurrently herewith. I have permission

from Torchia to make the disclosures herein pertaining to Torchia and Brookstone.

15. Subsequent to November 2010, Brookstone expanded SML's engagement to

include transaction and compliance advice for a proposed transaction between

Brookstone and another law firm, advice on certain bankruptcy matters and advice on

three joinder actions Brookstone had filed or was contemplating filing. SML is

discussing with Brookstone associating into one or more of those joinder cases as co

10 counsel with Brookstone. In connection therewith, Torchia and I prepared a draft

engagement agreement for clients, the use of which I have not yet authorized. Among

12 other issues still to be finalized, confirming full compliance with all legal and ethical

13 requirements for such joinder actions.

16. At the time SML and I were retained in November 2010, Stein reviewed the

15 engagement agreements on behalf of Brookstone and Torchia. Until very recently, I

16 copied Stein on substantially all communications pertaining to my engagement by

17 Torchia and SML's engagement by Brookstone. I ceased copying Stein because my

18 clients asked me to do so, except as to one matter (that matter, the proposed transaction,

19 came to a conclusion).
20 17. The only other tie between Brookstone and SML pertains to the SML web

21 site at www.SMLlawgroup.corn and some assistance in related press releases. As a barter

22 for some of SML's legal services, Brookstone helped SML design and post SML's

23 website. All content for the website was developed by SML. Neither Brookstone nor

any Brookstone lawyer or other Brookstone individual is mentioned in the site (nor are

25 Stein, Kramer or Davis). The web site is intended to appeal to SML's usual client base

26
for transactions, corporate activities, bankruptcy, real estate and litigation.

27
18. Neither SML nor I have any financial interest in Brookstone. We have no

28
control over Brookstone. To the best of my knowledge, there has never been a discussion
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contemplating or pertaining to an investment in, acquisition of, or acquisition of control

over Brookstone by SML or me — or the merger of Brookstone and SML — or

Brookstone's or Torchia's investment in, acquisition of, or acquisition of control over

SML.

19. SML and Brookstone are totally and completely separate law firms. The

only connection between the two is as set forth above.

20. Paragraph 22 of Stein's declaration is an outright fabrication of a discussion

that never occurred. I never had a discussion with Stein in which Stein asserted that I

was lead counsel for Brookstone, or a discussion about my "pocketing" any money from

10 Brookstone. Let me be very clear: the total value of all f inancial benefits SML or I have

directly or indirectly received from Brookstone, Torchia or any person or firm acting on

12 their behalf or with them (whether as cash, in kind services, favors, gratuities, dinners,

13 notes, securities, or otherwise and whether paid or payable to me or SML, or any person

or entity on my behalf or any person or entity at my request, for any reason and at any

15 time) is less than $100,000 and the discussion reported by Stein simply never occurred.

16 Blogs and Press Releases

17 21. The press release annexed as Exhibit A to Stein's request for judicial notice

18 was a draft written from the web site content and sent to me for review. I t was not

19 authorized for release. I made numerous changes — including deletion of the incorrect

20 assertion regarding the Ronald case referenced in the Opposition. I wrote the last version

21 of the press release on March 27, 2011 (two days prior to the unauthorized release of the

22 incorrect press release), That draft is annexed in Exhibit C. Following a final review,

23 that is the draft that will be widely distributed. In the short time available to me, I have

not been able to find out how or why the older draft was released — I did not even know it

25 had been released until I read the Opposition. Fortunately, it appears to have had only a

26
release on PR newswire, with no follow-up or support.

27
22. I have no idea about Stein's concerns about his name and likeness. Neither

28
the SML web site at www.smllawgroup.corn (also accessible via www.SML-LLP.corn)
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nor any other materials I use for myself or SML mention Stein or include his name or

likeness.

23. Since the Court hearing on March 29, 2011, Stein has begun attacking SML

in his Twitter account and Facebook account. I have attached two examples of the

foregoing, both using the word "fraud" to refer to SML. Exhibit D annexed hereto is a

true and correct copy of Stein's "tweet" downloaded from Facebook on March 31, 2011.

I participated in certain privileged discussions involving Stein and third person in which

the third person provided to Stein certain information disclosed therein as part of his

representation by Stein in the matter. Exhibit E annexed hereto is a true and correct copy

10 of a Facebook conversation between Stein and Robert Hudson also downloaded from

Facebook on March 31, 2011. To the best of my knowledge, I have never met or

12 communicated with Robert Hudson.

13 Stein 's Activities and Deterioration of Team

24. In or about September 2010, after he settled plaintiffs' claims against

15 defendant James Agate, Stein began working with Kramer with respect to seeking clients

16 for this action and as to other matters. As I described in my declaration to the Motion, I

17 met with Kramer on a number of occasions, however nothing eventuated.

18 25. However, commencing in or about November 2010, I noted dozens of

19 Internet postings linking Stein and Kramer to solicitations of clients for the Ronald action

20 that made false representations regarding the status of the case. These postings were

21 substantially similar to the materials Bank of America brought to court on February 3,

22 2011. I also observed Internet postings regarding retainers and offers to marketing agents

23 to share these retainers. I engaged in numerous discussions with Stein, commencing in

November 2010, pertaining to my insistence that in any of our respective activities we

25 comply with the law and not move near the "line." Stein disagreed with my analysis of

26
permissible behavior, but aggressively asserted that, in any event, he was not involved in

27
impermissible activities.

28
26. Commencing in November 2010, there was a noticeable deterioration in my
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relationship with Stein. As he spent more time on his other pursuits, he reduced his

communications with me generally and as to the Ronald case specifically. Consistent

therewith, at the end of November, Kramer replaced me (I recently learned, he

technically associated in, rather than substituted in) in three case I was handling as

counsel to Stein. As a result of the foregoing, our previously high level of coordination

on behalf of our clients declined.

27. Exh ibit F annexed hereto is a letter and attachments from USLMP, Inc.

offering individuals the opportunity to become plaintiffs in the Ronald action. Stein is

shown as a "cc." The documents explain that Stein will be the plaintiffs' counsel, but the

10 proposed engagement letter is with Kramer and the required retainer is to be paid to

Kramer, not Stein. These documents were sent to me by an Orange County broker on

12 December 16, 2010. When I asked Stein about these documents, he denied knowledge or

13 involvement.

28. On December 21, 2010, Stein for the first time asserted the clients we had

15 collaborated to qualify and for whom I had prepared a joint engagement agreement were,

16 in fact, his clients and his alone. To my knowledge, no such clients paid any sums to

17 Stein or anyone else to be included in the case, but I do not know that for a fact because

18 Stein won't provide the information I need to confirm the foregoing.

19 29. On January 9, 2011, I observed a Stein engagement agreement for potential

20 Ronald action clients posted on the Internet at http: //www.igroops.corn/members

21 /frankaleo /ecommerce/00000015/M JL/Mass /Joinder/Litigation/M JS — -Associates

22 6000.html. The agreement directed potential clients to pay a retainer to Kramer's firm.

23 When I brought this to Stein's attention, he denied any knowledge and asserted the

posting was unauthorized. This posting is no longer available.

25 30. At the end of January 2011, I flatly insisted that no client be added to the

26
case until I was "positive" there had been no improper matters regarding the solicitation

27
of that client. I also insisted that as to fees properly obtained, the team resolve financial

28
matters, including as to Kramer.
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31. On February 9, 2011, without prior consultation with me, Davis emailed a

notice for an ex parte application to add 349 plaintiffs. That notice is annexed hereto as

Exhibit G. I strongly objected to that notice being issued for the reasons described above.

For its own reasons, Bank of America also objected, as did Mr. Tomaszewski. The

motion never proceeded.

32. From January through March 2011, Stein at various times emailed me to

praise my efforts and tell me and that only Stein and I were zealously advocating for all

clients; warn me not to disengage, threaten that I was violating duties. He advised me

that Tomaszewski was working with unsavory people, that Apex was violating its

10 fiduciary duties and that he intended to take Apex off the caption of the case and/or

terminate Apex (something he had no authority to do).

12 33. During this period, there were periods he would not communicate with me

13 and periods he would not communicate with Apex.

Davis Declaration

15 34. A f ter nearly a year of working with Erikson Davis, I know Davis' writing

16 style. Davis' declaration is not in his writing style. Moreover, Davis' perspective and

17 analysis of decision-making is seriously flawed.

18 35. Davis' recollections on his indifference to money are false. He repeatedly

19 asked for money and often complained about not being paid, or Stein's failure to pay him

20 sums Stein had promised to pay him.

21 36. Further, his recollections omit his personal responsibility for twice telling

22 me he would send copies of the writs filed in the Appeals court and then failing to do so;

23 his giving of ex parte notice on February 9, 2011 regarding additional clients without first

consulting with me; his disregard for my comments to the Guardian intervention; and his

25 filing of a status report without consulting with me — and despite email confirmation that

26
woUld occUi.

27
37. To place Davis' declaration in perspective: Though Davis claims to have

28
performed "significant" contract work for me — in fact, I paid Davis about $10,000 to
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work with me on a litigation in federal court. I terminated him for cause when I learned

that he worked for Kramer. See Exhibit G, a true and correct copy of the email I sent to

Davis on February 16, 2011 terminating his services. In his declaration, Davis admits he

works for Stein — yet his declaration failed to also acknowledge that he works for Phil

Kramer (though it does not deny this fact, described in the Motion and declarations

thereto).
Irving Declaration

38. There is a declaration annexed to the Opposition from an Evelyn Irving.

She claims to have spoken to me. I have no recollection of every speaking to Ms. Irving.

10 I have reviewed all of my emails and calendars and as best I can determine, Ms. Irving is

a client Stein or his wife spoke to during our collaboration regarding the TAC. Further,

12 Ms. Irving ascribes to me things I have no recollection of ever having discussed with any

13 prospective plaintiff. Instead, her purported recollections parrot attacks and accusations

made by Stein in his emails to me, Jones and Tomaszewski over the last few months. I

15 would be delighted to cross-examine Ms. Irving as to when and where these alleged

16 discussions occurred and to flesh out her purported recollections.

17 39. I have no idea how Ms. Irving knows what anyone says in Court, each time

18 we appear.

19 40. I note the threat of legal action made by Ms. Irving. Such actions by third

20 parties are precisely what Stein threatened would occur and are consistent with Stein's

21 practice when challenged. This is just another example of Stein's effort to intimidate the

22
team.

23
Tracey Hampton Stein

41. Tracey Hampton-Stein, Stein's wife, rejects my withdrawal as her counsel

25 in this action. When I confirmed that I had withdrawn from a number of matters for

26
which I had represented Ms. Hampton-Stein, I did not consider this action and did not

27
therefore intend my confirmation to pertain to this action. If Ms. Hampton-Stein would

28
like me to continue to represent her in the Ronald action, I would be honored to do so. If
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she prefers to be represented only by her husband, I would, of course, understand that as

well. For now, I will accept her declaration as meaning she would like both her husband

and me to represent her.

Other Declarations

42. I do not know and do not believe I have ever met or communicated with Frank

Martinez, Edward Bostock or Josh Shelton.

43. The engagement agreement annexed to Mr. Martinez declaration is a draft I

developed with Brookstone for use if we agree that SML will affiliate into any specific case

as co-counsel. I did not read it carefully, so I am not certain if it is the last draft; in any

10 event, finalization of the agreement — for use in specific cases — requires finalization of

arrangements with Brookstone, including the legal review described above to be certain that

12 all aspects of the relationship are in conformity with law.

13 44. There is a declaration annexed to the Opposition from a Lizette Fiedler. She

claims to have spoken to me. I have no recollection of every speaking to Ms. Fiedler. I

15 have reviewed all of my emails and calendars and as best I can determine, she may be the

16 estranged wife of a business associate of Stein. I have met that business associate,

17 though we never spoke about Ms. Fielder or any of the matters described in the Fiedler

18 declaration. I would be delighted to cross-examine Ms. Fiedler as to when and where

19 these alleged discussions occurred and to flesh out her purported recollections.

20 45. I do not know and do not believe I have ever met or communicated with

21
Stephen or Barbara Robinson or Carl Saterfied.

22
Conclusions

23 46. In the last 10 days, I have tried to reach my personal clients. To date, I have

reached four of them, all of whom have authorized me to discharge Stein and seek his

25
removal as co-lead counsel.

26
47. My work habits, developed over many years, of circulating many drafts of

27
documents among interested parties to solicit their comments may take more time and

28
effort than if I simply acted by myself. However, no matter how strongly I believe in my

10
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talents, I even more strongly believe that a properly coordinated group effort — with the

right team — produced better results than acting on my own. In a situation such as this

case, where various lawyers have made commitments to their clients and have different

perspectives and roles in the litigation, it is even more important that a leader act,

wherever feasible, by group action and not alone.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on

April 5, 2011, at Beverly Hills, California.

10

Kenin M. Spivak

12
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20

21
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27

28
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• • •

• i

Thanks for visiting!
Home

We hope you can find everything you need. This California-based law firm -- with a history of national and
international representation -- is focused on providing high-quality service and customer satisfaction in all fields of Atevf, Va
legal endeavor. We will do everything we can to meet your expectations. We guarantee your outcome will
command a unique level of attention to detail and creativity. It will be beyond your expectations or imagination. C~~ct Vs
W* * th r ty i ii t g i it .

Slog
With a variety of offerings to choose from, we' re sure you' ll be happy working with us. Look around our website and
if you have any comments or questions, please feel free to contact us.

Iso, wwn~e
Bank Litigation Updates:

The Firm has many Bank litigation matters on file across the Country. Weekly, it
provides updates on the major cases so that members of the plaintiff groups or of the
general public can transparently see what is happening:

Ronald v. Bank of America Los An eles BC409444

Ronald v. Bank of America is the first mass joinder case filed against the banks following the bank fraud and
economic "meltdown" of the winter, 2008. The Ronald case was filed in Los Angeles Superior Court by the Firm on
March 12, 2009.

1. In the case of Ronald v. Bank of America, Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BC409444, in which the Firm is
representing more than one thousand California consumers against attempted foreclosures by Bank of America, the
Firm recently -- in October, 2010 -- obtained an order in favor of all clients and against the Bank from Federal
Judge Manuel Real. Judge Real referred to one of the Bank's arguments as "absurd" and threw the Bank out of
Federal District Court with respect to the case.

2. On January 11, 2011, the Los Angeles Superior Court -- the Honorable William Highberger -- ruled that the
Ronald case states valid causes of action against Bank of America. Discovery and depositions are now being
conducted. The case is rapidly moving forward in California State and Appellate Court. The Firm is unaware of any
mass joinder case in which the Court has accepted the complaint and allowed Plaintiffs to proceed.

Locker v. All Bank Los An eles BC409444

3. In the mass joinder case of Locker v. Ally Bank, Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BC409444, Ally Bank and
its cohorts (formerly GMAC) removed the case to Federal District Court. Sua sponte, the District Court, the
Honorable John F. Walker, found the removal improper and remanded the case without the Firm having to make
any formal motion to remand.

Brewer v. Bank of America Fla. 17th Cir. 11004756

http: //www. dobielaw. Org/ 4/2/2011
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4. The Firm has filed suit in Florida in behalf of a mass joinder of plaintiffs. The case, entitled Brewer v. Bank of
America, Broward County (17th Circuit) Case No. 11004756, seeks damages and injunctive relief as a result of the
Bank's fraud and violations of the Deceptive Practices Act in Florida. The Firm is co-counsel in the case with
former State of Florida Fraud Chief Michael Riley, Esq.

Carlson v. J.P. Mor an Los An eles BC452262

5. The Firm has also sued J.P. Morgan on multiple occasions, and currently has a mass joinder case on file against
the J.P. Morgan Group in behalf of dozens of aggrieved citizens.

Other

6. The Firm shall be filing suit against at least 22 additional financial institutions across the United States by the
end of April, 2011.

The consultations given by the firm are at no charge.

Important Notice: In view of the federal banking crisis, MJS Et Associates is receiving massive intake of calls,
solicitations, and inquiries. In this climate of "viral" news, MJS Et Associates has seen or heard many opinions of
others claiming to be involved with or associated with MJS Et Associates. Some of the calls, solicitations, inquiries
and opinions are legitimate homeowners seeking to protect themselves or legitimate associates of the Firm.
Others are persons, acting without any authority, wishing to capitalize on what MJS Et Associates started way back
in March, 2009. Please be aware that no person is authorized to speak for MJS Et Associates absent an authentic
written instrument demonstrating their consultancy or relationship with MJS Et Associates. Furthermore, MJS Et
Associates does not represent any person absent first undertaking a binding agreement to do so. The Firm strongly

advises you to not accept imitations. First, verify the involvement with MJS Et Associates and verify the
information being given to you. In the event of any questions whatsoever, please contact the Firm and we will
clear up any confusion.

We hope to see you again! Check back later for new updates to
our website. There's much more to come!

V yi n g
Website

provided by Visiaprini

http: //www. dobielaw. Org/ 4/2/2011
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RrmotKraraerh. Kasle|e

QUESTIONS?
CALL US (888) 5804704

HOME ABOU T US LITIGATION MITIGATION TEST I M ONIALS CLIEN T SUPPORT

AMBASSADOR SUPPORT

Mass Joinder Lawsuits
Pending Cases

The nation's top trial lawyers have banded together. These are the lawyers who previously represented these very same
banks; the lawyers who know their way around the courthouses better than anyone.

Already, these lawyers have filed a Mass Joinder case in 2009 that remains pending against Bank of America
(Countrywide) and additional litigation against JP Morgan Chase/Washington Mutual, One WesVndyMac, GMAC,
Wells Fargo/Wachovia and Citibank which have all defrauded hundreds of thousands of Homeowners. This case is now
going national. These lawyers have invoked laws and procedures the banks were previously unaware of, and Bank of
America is getting beat at their own game because of it. Recently the Bank was forced to admit that it had been defrauding
the government in foreclosing on mortgages nationwide. Furthermore, on October 4, 2010, the Honorable Manuel Real of
the United States District Court called the bank's primary argument "absurd" and kicked the bank out of Federal Court.

The case is now proceeding in the trial court, and the Mass Joinder of plaintiffs from around the country is expanding. It may
be that the bank are unable to show they own any of their promissory notes, or that the bank have made other errors that will
cause other penalties to be levied against them. In this case alone, they have racked up consecutive wins in each round
against Bank of America (Countrywide).

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA- COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

R onald et al v. Bank of America Count i d e
3rd Amended Complaint Filed: 07 July 2010
Case Number: BC409444
Presiding Judge: Hon. William Highberger
Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 307

Read the Com laint

T~ i t

~St t R rl

Janua 11th Status Re ort

Case Results to date:

1. Five injunctions.

http: //www.k2-law. corn/Litigation.php 4/2/2011
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2. The order of Judge Chancy RESCINDING 9 Notices of Default (NOD) — this has NEVER been done in
California legal history.

3. An order ordering Bank of America to submit to discovery.

4. An order throwing Bank of America out of Federal Court as Ronald et al v. Bank of America is not
preempted by Federal Law.

5. Countless additional orders stopping homes from being sold.

ADDITIONAL MASS JOINDER CASES PENDING

Wa ner v. Citibank (click here to view Summons) (click here to view the Complaint)
Case Filed: 30 December, 2010.
Case Number: BC 452 265
Presiding Judge: Hon. Mel Red Recana

Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 45

Mar uette v. One West (click here to view Summons) (click here to view the Complaint)
Case Filed: 30 December 2010
Case Number: BC 452 266
Presiding Judge: Hon. Michael Stern
Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 62

Nelson v. Wells Far o (click here to view the Summons) (click here to view the Complaint)
Case Filed: 30 December 2010
Case Number: BC 452 264
Presiding Judge: Hon. Ernest M. Hiroshige
Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 54

Locker v. All Summons (click here to view the Summons) (click here to view the Complaint)
Case Filed: 30 December
Case Number: BC 452 263
Presiding Judge: Hon. Rex Heeseman
Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 19

Garison v. JP Mor an (click here to view the Summons) (click here to view the Complaint)
Case Filed: 30 December, 2010
Case Number: BC 452 262
Presiding Judge: Hon. Yvette M. Palazuelos
Los Angeles Superior Court, Department 28

First Amended Complaint adding all current client retainers will be updated in January.

If you would like more information regarding these stunning developments, or should you wish to be considered for

Free Consultation

Client Litigation Loss Mitigation Apply Now

®y J~

If you are stuck in what you believe to be an As lenders face mounting foreclosures, they are Our experience and close relationships in the
impossible foreclosure situation, our litigation more willing to negotiate with borrowers not yet industry help us successfully negotiate with
experts may be able to help. delinquent. lenders.
Click Here For More Click Here For More Click Here To Get Started

http: //www.k2-law. corn/Litigation.php 4/2/2011
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Kenin M. Spivak Announces Launch of SML LLP

4 C
Business Leader and Team of All-Star Attorpeys Form Beverly Hills Law Firm

BEVERLY HILLS, CA (April 1, 2011) — Renowned business I r and a t torney Kenin M.

Spivak, along with former Century City Ba res ident Edwin Lasman and former senior

entertainment industry executive Steve Maier h orm e d S L LLP, a Beverly Hills-based law

firm specializing in complex business entertainmen and i igation matters and also providing

sophisticated advice for securities, bu e s s restructuring and bankruptcy, real estate and

intellectual property.

SML Chairman and ~anagrng Partner in M. S p ivak explained: "Drawing on oor highly

regarded and expe ed a t t o r , SML L issio n is tKprovide sophisticated advice to

our clients, and then a ve ou ent s ' go a ith t imely, innovative and effective solutions

that protect our cli s ' inte nd in the fu e .n

SML's attorneys inclu mer h ief executiv o f f icers, senior investment bankers, chief

financial o rs, movie an lev i s ion producers and entrepreneurs. SML's lawyers regularly

travel through e Uni ted States and internationally to advise clients, negotiate transactions

SML's distinguished team of highly skilled lawyers have led billion dollar mergers, major studios,

countless entertainment industry transactions, and f inancings, public offerings, business

formations, restructurings and litigation in many industries. SML's lawyers have extensive

experience in entertainment, media, fashion, technology, manufacturing, financial services,

energy and real estate.
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Spivak explained: nSML LLP is distinguished by lawyers who understand the law as both

dealmakers and litigators, as well as both providers and consumers of legal services."

Potential clients can read about SML at i ts new website at www.SMLlaw rou .com or

www.SML-LLP.com. "The website will help us c ommunicate our v ision and provide

considerable information about our attorneys and practice," Spivak explained.

Spivak is a highly regarded entrepreneur, financier, authoranil%samey known for his innovative

leadership, deal making capabilities and "hands on" a n agement. He has led numerous

companies to success; structured and negotiated prece ent-se tin l icensing, merger and other
L

complex transactions approaching $10 billion; and supervised lopm e nt, production and

distribution of feature films and television serie r ossing more than $3 billion.

Spivak has extensive experience in Asia, Europe, orth Amenca and the 9iddle East. He is a

partner in Gulf Capital Partners, a merc t b ank based i o s Angeles and Dalai, chairman of

a U.S. advertising agency, a partner in Double M Worldwide, a Bangkok-based private

investment company and an advisor to S T e chnologies Investments, a Tokyo-based venture

capital firm. He also is -time dire of t h e advisory boar% of the RAND Corporation

Center for Corporat ics an d erna nce.

Spivak was chief operati ajor stud GM/ UA, CEO of independent studio Island

World and CEO o v s Co r on's Archon' Co u n ications, then controlling shareholder of

Premiere Radio Netwo Spiv ag was vice chairman of hair care leader John Paul Mitchell

Systems, t fou nding ch m a n o f the Paul Mitchell cosmetology schools and CEO of a
h

pioneering te ogy compaq[ H e was chairman of the Milken family trust's publishing

company, Knowle Exc h ange, and a director of numerous companies, including radio news

leader Metro Traffic, tr o n/Seagrams joint venture, J.D.C., major Southern California thrift,

Western Federal, and Alacer, the maker of Emergen-C.

Spivak is a published author, produced television and radio series in New York and holds

patents for wireless technology. He is a member of the Television Academy of Arts and

Sciences.
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Spivak is also a lead counsel in Ronald v Bank of America, the leading mass joinder case on

behalf of homeowners alleging fraud and unfair practices by Bank of America and Countrywide

Financial Services.

SML LLP's senior
eall star" lawyers also include:

• Edwin Lasman is CEO of a casual wear apparel company and the former CFO and

general counsel of a pioneering wireless technology company. Lasman has represented

a diverse group of fashion and licensing bus s s es, including Smashbox Studios,

Classic Media and "celebrity" chafe. He also s anMeqe stve bankruptcy practice and

represents real estate developers. Lasman is a former pr nt o f the Century City Bar

L and chairs SML's ankruptcy practice.

• Steven Maier is the former head of prime b ss affa ir s for the ABC Television

Network, former president of Ne~World Ent rtai e n t 's New York operations and a

former senior business affairs executive for NB d MGM. As a pr oducer and

packager, Maier assembled mor t han 400 episo e o f n e twork and basic cable

programming, inc u i~n fo r su c ser ies as Ba y watch, Highlander: The S er ies,

Highlander: aven, and Ta

Maier recently tea ' hael Usl o produce the Lionsgate theatrical release,

The Spirit. rea l l ife a r m on Rabb" From e long-running CBS series JAG, Maier flew

144 combat mis off ' a i rcraft carriers as a Marine Corps fighter pilot. He then

joine e J u dge A vocate General's staff where he was trial counsel for more than 300

Specia rts- Martial and administrative proceedings.

I
Maier co-cha L's E n tertainment and Intellectual Property practice.

• Theodore Maloney, was the founding partner of one of Southern California's most pre

eminent business law firms, Nide & Maloney, and former senior partner in the corporate

and securities department of national law firm Sheppard Mullin. Previously, Maloney

was a corporate and securities attorney with powerhouse law firms Milbank Tweed and

Rogers & Wells. M a loney founded a significant technology incubator in Southern

California. He has been a managing director of investment banking firms and a senior
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executive and advisor to dozens of emerging growth companies in energy, agriculture,

commodity merchanting, financial services, medical devices, and mining. Ma loney

chairs SML's transaction practice.

• Dennis Russell has over 25 years of diverse experience as an entrepreneur and

litigator. Russell has aggressively litigated many hundreds of cases on behalf of

corporations and individuals, including complex disputes pertaining to business,

securities, real estate, torts, entertainment and other commercial matters. He also has

extensive experience advising clients on bu iR8ss transactions in the entertainment

industry.

As an entrepreneur, Russell founde n ser ves as CEO of LawAmerica, Inc., which

has developed pre-paid legal plans f ividu a ls A co m mercial launch is being

planned for late 2011, with a etwork of law irms to rovide services t roughout the U.S.

LawAmerica's international pla rge t s more than 12 mi llion Philippine overseas

workers and is scheduled to launch by 2012.

Russell is co-chair o ML's litigatio ractice.

• Steven J. Pen s prew sly a p a r in the Entertainment Department of Loeb &

Loeb, LLP, as we air f the 's iLawGroup, which provided cutting-edge

service to cients in e nterrelated ente ainment, technology, Internet and venture

~capital sectors. iousl P ena was General Counsel of Warner Bros. Interactive

En e ainment and amer Bros. Online and Vice President of Legal Affairs at Twentieth

Centu

Pena has be requ ent speaker on entertainment and Internet issues for Georgetown

University, California Continuing Education of the Bar, PLI, the Los Angeles County Bar

Association, Sundance Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival, UCLA Continuing Education

and the Los Angeles Copyright Society. Cyber Esq., a quarterly supplement of the Los

Angeles and San Francisco Daily Journals featured Pena as one of its "Suite 16" of

lawyers at the leading edge of new-media work.
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• Bridget Jones specializes in intellectual property, including patent and trademark

prosecution, copyright protection, licensing, trade secret protection and regulatory

affairs. W i th SML's Christopher Tomaszewski, Jones initiated Ronald v Bank of

America, the leading mass joinder case on behalf of homeowners alleging fraud and

unfair practices by Bank of America and Countrywide Financial Services.

• Katherine Koyanagi represents a wide range of fashion designers, fashion/apparel
P

businesses, independent film producers, writersgnd directors, as well as independent

record labels, producers and artists. Earlier i h% career, she litigated for O'Melveny &

Myers, Hennigan & Mercer and other firms.

• Sep Melamed splits his time betwee 's leading commercial real estate brokerage in

Beverly Hills and his law practice. I n aw pra c t i e, Melamed advises real estate

clients in structuring and neg t i ng joint van+ca, dic a t ions, real e+ te acquisitions

and divestitures and residential a c o mmercial leases.
E

• Christopher Tomaszewski regularlyadvises professi I r a c ing car drivers appearing

in NASCAR®, American Le Mans S s the Gra nd Am Cup. His practice focuses

on real estat vel o pme a n d leas i llect ua l pr e r ty licensing and motorsports.

With SML's Brid nes ma s zewski ia ted Ronald vBankofAmerica, the leading

mass joinde ase o h meowne ll e g ing fraud and unfair practices by Bank

of America an n tryvv i n anciai 0 c e s .

Curr and f o rmer ts o SML a nd its lawyers include ABC Television Network,

Canal+, D.L. r, Fox Hom Entertainment, Fox Television Studios, Gaumont Television,
I

Gulf Capital Partn Hen son Associates, John Paul Mitchell Systems, Merrill Lynch & Co.,

Metro Traffic N e tw
,

'National Ho t R o d As sociation, NBC T e levision Network,

NewsCorporation, Premiere Radio Networks, Prometheus Entertainment, Playboy Channel,

ROAR, Smashbox Cosmetics, Telemac Corporation, Universal Studios, Warner Bros., Western

Federal Savings & Loan and Yahoo!, as well as numerous actors, writers, producers, directors,

on-air hosts, investors, executives and entrepreneurs.

ABOUT SML LLP

SML LLP is a select boutique law firm of highly regarded and experienced attorneys who
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achieve strong results for our clients. Our main office is in Beverly Hills. Our typical lawyer has

more than 20 years of experience as both an attorney in private practice and a successful

senior executive, entrepreneur or investment banker. O u r l awyers include former chief

executive officers, senior investment bankers, chief financial officers, movie and television

producers and entrepreneurs. S M L s pecializes in business transactions, entertainment,

litigation, real estate and bankruptcy. See www.SMLlaw rou .com.

SML is located at 450 North Roxbury Drive, 7'" Floor, Beverly Hills, California 90210. SML

lawyers can be reached by telephone, email or fax. S~e .SMLl aw rou .com.

This release constitutes attorney advertisement. The information in elea se and all information
on or accessed through the SML website are fo~reneral information purposes only. Nothing in this
release or the SML website, should be taken ~ al a d v ice. Prior successes are not a guarantee
of future results. The outcome of litigation and tr cti ons ca never be assured. This release is
not intended to create, and receipt or viewing of th lease d not constitute, an attorney-client
relationship. Certain SML lawyers ar " of counsel" t Q/IL and m a yrepresent certain clients
independent of SML LLP. Except to avoi conflicts, SMC LLP does not monitor or supervise these
independent practices and is not responsible for the performance of its "of counsel" lawyers when
they are rendering services independent of SML LLP.

Copyright © 2011 SML L righ t s rese
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I heard that you... http: //www.facebook.corn/permalink.php? story fbid = 151791141551864...

I I • Search

Robert's Profile Mitchell 3. Stein 5 Associates's Profile Robert's Wall

Robert Hudson > Mitchell 3. Stein 5. Associates

I heard that you have petitioned to be removed as counsel from the Ronald vs BofA case. Is this true or an
internet rumor? What will happened to the Ronald case or what is the status of the Ronald case? Thanks
Rob

15 hours ago Like Comment

Mitchell 3. Stein 8 Associates untrue; fraud of brookstone and
others; ronald case is progressing nicely
14 hours ago Like

Mitchell 3. Stein 5. Associates It says removed as "lead counsel"
(not "as counsel" which are your false words) and it does not say
that "Mitchell Stein has petitioned to be removed" (your words
again). Your first post is a lie because it says that I PETITIONED.
Wrong. Liars get caught-up in their words. Stay tuned Mr.
Brookstone related person.
5 hours ago Like

Mitchell 3. Stein 8 Associates Because Mr. Hudson lied in his
post, he has been banned as a user of this forum. Lying is not

tolerated. Stay tuned. This Brookstone-SML group is taking on a lot
of water in their ships.
5 hours ago Like

Write a comment...

Facebook © 2011 English (US) About Advert

2' • Chat (Off line)

1of l 3/31/2011 1:09 PM
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TELEPHONE: (800) 898-7212 FACSIMILE: (888) 861-8868

15061 Springdale St, ¹206
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Dear Client:

First, allow us to express our gratitude for the confidence you have shown USLMP, Inc. by allowing our staff to
work with you during these challenging times. We have dutifully organized your documents, communicated with
your lender, and made every effort possible to achieve a positive resolution in your loan restructuring request n bile

adhering to the bank's rules and procedures.

USLMP, Inc.'s frustration has grown as banks continue to claim that they are unable to complete the loan
restructuring request based on insufficient information provided by our dedicated staff. The list of excuses provided
to USLMP, Inc. has included:

They have never received our modification request on your behalf, they are understaffed, they are
awaiting approval from "unknown" investors, they need a substantial contribution payment before
they will negotiate a permanent modification, they require participation in a trial program before
offering a permanent modification, they have postponed the "sale date" which places your request as a
low priority, etc.

It has only been through the tenacity of our negotiating staff that we have been able to procure positive resolution
for our clients after months of hard work. However, USLMP, Inc. has long held the assumption that the lender has
no interest in helping the homeowner keep their home and therefore regardless of our efforts have not responded in a
timely manner.

In light of recent legal proceedings (Ronald vs. Bank of America), USLMP, Inc. believe that our assumption has
been proven to be correct. In short, the banks have lied. They have manipulated the loan restructuring process and
this has prevented us from providing our clients with a positive resolution in a timely manner. We now know that
the banks have forged, Robo-signed or intentionally shredded and discarded borrower documents. They have
engaged in smear campaigns to lobby for legislation to prevent the borrower from retaining legal representation or
obtaining services by industry professionals, and have taken billions of dollars in TARP money, yet they still refuse
to restructure loans.

This has been so unusual that it has been the subject of reports in the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, the
Washington Post, and other newspapers. Even the FDIC did not see any of this coming and has launched a federal
investigation into this misconduct. "Business as usual" is no longer an option. We now know that the banks will
never do the right thing with respect to your situation as long as we employ the same methods of asking and re
asking for relief.

Now that the banks have been exposed, it is clear that they are unwilling to restructure loans or agree to any loss
mitigation solution without the threat or engagement in actual litigation. USLMP, Inc. has been at the front lines of
this unprecedented banking fraud and is prepared to help our clients assert their legal rights.

1 lPage



Our New A r oach

USLMP, Inc., through our relationship with The Law Offices of Kramer & Kaslow, is delighted to announce our
affiliation with The Law Offices of MJS & Associates, a highly respected litigation law firm. MJS & Associates is
headed by attorney M.J. Stein, a 25 year trail lawyer who has prosecuted many high profile cases, won many multi
million dollar jury verdicts and has emerged as the leading lawyer currently suing banks. Mr. Stein previously
represented these banks (as well as the FDIC) and he became a plaintiffs' attorney in the 1990s. Currently, Mr.

Stein's Ronald v. Bank of America case has made headlines throughout the country and his approach to
helping homeowners has been to prosecute mass joinder cases against banks. His theories include claims of
malfeasance, statutory violations, third party beneficiary claims, phantom investors and beneficiaries, and unfair
business practices.

USLMP, Inc., and Kramer & Kaslow have agreed to work in concert with MJS & Associates in a joint effort to
achieve, through litigation, the results we were unable to achieve through the process previously designed by the
banks and by the Government. That approach has proven to be a waste of time and money.

At this time we are reaching out to our current clients who might agree that the current process of requesting a loan
restructuring solution is not working. By working with the law firms of Kramer 4 Kaslow and MJS &
Associates, USLMP, Inc. is able to offer an aggressive approach that attack the banks and forces a timely
response.

We will not make any guarantees for litigation is unpredictable. However, given that the FDIC has now revealed
that the banks are incapable of restructuring your loan, we know that the current process is not working. We have a
new and better approach and the only downside for you is that you will no longer have to beg the banks to do
something they have already decided they will not do and you will become joined as a plaintiff in a national

lawsuit that will seek, among other things, to void your note(s), to give you your home free and clear, and/or
to award you relief and monetary damages.

If you believe that your loan restructuring request is not being dealt with in a timely manner, please contact your
case manager today and they will forward your information to a Case Analyst who can provide you with the
necessary information to add you as a plaintiff to the Third Amendment Complaint today.

Respectfully,

~ E ~ M

Beau Barnhart
Chief Executive Officer
USLMP, Inc.

Cc:

Michelle Hobson
President
USLMP, Inc.

Philip Kramer
Founding Partner
Law Offices of Kramer & Kaslow

Mitchell J. Stein
Founding Partner
MJS & Associates
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TIIxe Lam OIIIEce of Kzatjnez k Kasllmv
A Professional Corporation

The K2 1 awv Firzn (K2) wvould lilke Qo wveleoxne and faxnHiarize you wvith Qlhis xnonuxnental and precedential Htigation against IBank ol'
Axneriea (Qhe "Case" ). This letter, along wvith Qhe xnaterials wvith wvhieh you wvHl be provided, wvHl help you understand Qhe Case and its

poQenQial ixnpaet on Qhe enQixe znortgage lending indusQry, as wveH as Qhe inQended benelEQs QhaQ wvHl be pxesenQed Qo you as a xesulQ.

Over Qhe last several yeats, Qlhis IErxn has diligently wvorked wvith xnortgage lendexs Qo aelhieve affordable loan restructuring solutions fox oux
clients. Wlhile eve havealwayswvorked in good faith onoux client's behalf, eve have long suspected that that Qhe lendexs have not done Qhe
saxne. With Qhe exposure of deceptive banlk praetiees and Qhe discovery of fraud, Ihighlighted by recent xnass xnedia coverage, oux suspicions
have been eonIErxned.

ln eonjunetion wvith M. J. Stein, of MJS 8t. Associates("MJS"), a Ihighly respected Htiigation lawv IErxn, eve have ixnplexnented a xnore aggressive
approach Qo eoxnpel Qhe lendexs Qo address Qhe laeQ QhaQ Qhey have xnisrepresented Qheix inQenQion Qo assisQ sQruggling hoxneowvners. ln Qlhis
current eeonoxnie eHxnate, wvhieh divas created, in patt, by Qhe greed ol' powerfulIendexs, banlks and investors, Qhe desire Qo pxelEQ oIIIf of
hoxneowvner hat dslhips is oflfensive and xnust be broughtQo a halt.

Fox fax Qoo long, xnajor lendexs have relied on Qhe assuxnption they could continue Qo inHuenee Qhe housing xnarket, Qalke advantage of Qhe
lending industry, and xnanipulate unsuspecting borrowvers. Consistent wvith Qlhis appxeaelh, Ienders have repeatedly refused Qo oflfer assistance
Qo hoxneowvners in need by rejecting aH eflforts Qo obtain xeliel' Qlhxeugh traditional loan xnodiiIEeation xnethods. Fortunately, oux net appxeaelh,
Qhe Case, wvHl force Qhe lenders Qo respond.

1 itigation is fax diilB'erent than Qhe loan restructuring services xnost hoxneowvners have beeoxne faxnHiar wvith in recent yeats. Wlhile eve wvHl not
and eannoQ guarantee QhaQ every rnatter wvHl xesulQ in a settlexnent, eve ean and wvHl guarantee QhaQ Qlhis approach is noQ sixnply a rnatter of
eaHing Qhe lender, subxnitting a znodiIEeation request, and wvaiting fox Qhe lender Qo oflfer a resolution. ln Qlhis regard, Qhe Case is a xnulti-xnHHon
doHax, nationwide, xnass joinder Htigation, exposing lendexs Qo aHegations and elaixns of intentional fraud, Constitutional violations, global and
U.S. xnarket xnanipulation, and breach of eontxaet (as institutions participating in Qhe Governxnent's ZARIP bailout ), axnong others.

AQ Qlhis Qixne, eve axe xeQaining elienQs wvho agree QhaQ Qhe euxxenQ process of requesting a loan xesQruetuxing soluQion is noQ wvorking and wvho
desix'e Qo Qalke further aeQion.

We at K2 intend diligently Qo pursue a benelEeial solution fox distressed hoxneowvners Qo Qlhis seexningly overxvhelxning problexn. ln Qhe
foHowving pages, you wvHl IEndsupplemental inforxnation that wvHl clearly outline oux approach Qo Qhe Case, Qhe legal and client expectations,
and Qhe liQigaQion process. FuxQhex, you AH( fxnd ixnportant eonQaeQ inforxnation and oux ReQainex Agreexnent fox your review and exeeuQion.

K2 1 awv Firxn and M JS 8r. Associates axe honored by Qhe opportunity Qo represent you in Qlhis landxnark ease. We axe here Qo IEght fox your
x'ighQs, proQeeQ your' future, and obQain Qhe x'esoluQion you deserve.

Jx~
K2 I .WV F I l I I Ifll

Toll Free: 877.286.0401 xvxvxv.K2LaxvFxrxn.eoxn Faesixnile: 888.86i.8868
15601 SPringdale Street ¹112

Huntington Beach, CA. 92649



ATT RNEY LIENTPRIVILE ED RETENTI NA REEMENT

We appreciate your confidence in asking us (the "Firm" ) to represent you personally. After the date of this Agreement
(hereinafter "you" or "your"), the Firm's responsibility shall be to protect your personal legal rights, to conduct litigation for you

against for violating their legal obligations toward you.

This shall include any and all trials growing out of litigation, in the event you so direct. (This letter agreement is hereafter
referred to sometimes as "Representation," "Engagement," and/ or as "Agreement.")

Until terminated, this letter agreement and all exhibits appended hereto (hereinafter "Agreement" ) shall cover the entirety of the
Firm's services in connection with the Representation.

You hereby acknowledge that you are of sound mind and agree to provide complete and truthful information and are responsible
to pay all fees and costs set forth below and the failure to pay costs represents a reason for withdrawal as counsel.

Our relationship with you as your attorney is governed by both this Agreement and the California Rules of Professional Conduct,
excerpts of which are attached hereto as Exhibit "A". You have reviewed the California Rules of Professional Conduct and
understand all of your rights and privileges

In exchange for our representation, the Firm shall be paid a non-refundable, retainer in the amount of $
We shall include you in the litigation matter you choose and shall proceed to assure that all aspects pertaining to your home
loan are immediately litigated to judgment or best-case settlement. You agree and acknowledge that the fee you pay to our Firm
is a non-refundable, non-creditable retainer.

Our contingency interest in this case is thirty percent (30%) of the gross amount recovered in the lawsuit. If sum is non
monetary, we agree to negotiate in good faith regarding the valuation of the judgment. If you elect to terminate the relationship
at any time, our contingency interest shall remain.

In the event extra ordinary costs are incurred, you agree to reimburse the Firm within thirty days if requested. You acknowledge
that the Firm can apply to the Court for payment of these costs in the event that it becomes necessary.

These reimbursable costs are recoverable as Court costs and you shall never be required to pay additional fees or costs to the
Firm. The Firm shall be entitled to seek recovery of those costs from the Court, opposing counsel, the opposing parties, or from
settlement proceeds.

In addition, you acknowledge any separate contingency paid to the Firm shall not alter, modify or change the foregoing as set
forth above.

The Firm will not provide you with bills for our services relating to our Representation, unless such pertain to matters that may
be reimbursable in any civil action. You authorize the Firm to track its time and to apply to the Court for payment of legal fees,
which range from $100.00 per hour to $1,000.00 per hour.

This Agreement shall act as a power of attorney to negotiate any draft, receive any wire transfer, check, cashier's check or other
negotiable instrument offered as payment to you. You agree to pay prejudgment interest at the legal rate in the event that we
must take action to collect any unpaid sums. You hereby grant to the Firm a lien on any sums awarded to you.

You acknowledge that the Firm has not made any guarantees regarding the successful outcome of the litigation. The Firm's
opinions are not guarantees. Our opinions may develop or change as more facts may become known or available.

You have the right to file bankruptcy and in that event such retention shall require a new and separate retention agreement.
This Agreement does not take effect until the full retainer is deposited and until this Agreement is fully executed.

Should you elect to terminate this Agreement, you may be liable to the firm under applicable law for legal fees owed to us.
Termination of this Agreement by you or us must be in writing sent certified mail return receipt requested. In the event a court
proceeding is initiated on your behalf, the Firm can only terminate this Agreement in rare circumstances. Following any
termination of this Agreement, we shall remain bound to maintain inviolate all attorney-client privileged information absent a
lawful reason for the disclosure of such information.



Upon any termination, (a) all money paid hereunder is non-refundable and non-creditable the moment it has been paid and (b)
all money owed hereunder must be paid in full and (c) any termination under this Agreement shall in no way operate to
terminate, modify or otherwise alter the covenants contained herein.

The Firm does not practice law in any State other than California and your case is being filed in California. If counsel in other
States is necessary you authorize us to hire such personnel within our sole discretion and at our cost.

If any condition, term or provision of this Agreement is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, or if the
application thereof to any person or in any circumstance shall to any extent be judicially determined to be invalid or
unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such covenant, condition, term or provision to persons or
in circumstances other than those to which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each covenant,

condition, term and provision of this Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. The firm
currently maintains errors and omissions insurance applicable to this case.

You have read this Agreement in its entirety and by signing this Agreement, you acknowledge and accept the terms and
conditions contained herein. This Agreement is governed by California law.

In the event of any dispute under or relating to the terms of this Agreement, or the breach, validity or legality thereof, you
agree that the same shall be submitted to arbitration in Los Angeles, California before, and in accordance with the rules
promulgated by, JAMS, End Dispute, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrators may be entered in any
court having jurisdiction thereof and shall be final and binding between the parties hereto.

The prevailing party in the arbitration shall be entitled to recover any and all reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs
incurred as a result of the arbitration proceeding.

The parties agree that this Agreement may not be modified and that no attempted modification of the parties shall be binding
upon either party hereto unless confirmed by a written instrument executed by both parties to this Agreement.

This Agreement may not be modified by a writing that is unsigned by one or both of the parties hereto and it may not be
modified by any oral amendment, oral agreement or other oral modification. All parties acknowledge, recite, stipulate and agree
that (a) time is of the essence; (b) they have received all approvals necessary under fact or law for them to execute this
Agreement and enter into this attorney-client relationship.

While such extensive consideration of fees and costs and the reciting of our mutual responsibilities may seem unduly
commercial, we have found that it aids in the development of good relationships with our clients. We look forward to a
successful relationship as your counsel with regard to the Services.

Sincerely,

KRAMER 5 KASLOW

By: Philip A. Kramer



This Agreement is a binding legal document with significant consequences. All parties hereto stipulate and recite that they have
been advised by separate representatives to their satisfaction with regard to the advisability of entering into this Agreement.
The foregoing terms and conditions accurately summarized and confirm my approval of and agreement to the above Agreement
in all of its particulars:

Signature Signature

NOTE: This Agreement will become effective when countersigned by the Law Offices of Kramer & Kaslow herein below. This

contract will be entered into on the date it is countersigned in Los Angeles, California and jurisdiction of any disputes thereafter

will be under thejurisdiction and venue of the Los Angeles, California Courts.

Dated: KRAMER 5 KASLOW

By:

Philip A. Kramer, Esq.

Exhibit "A"

Rule 3-300. Avoiding Adverse Interests

A member shall not enter into a business transaction with a client.. . unless each of the following requirements has been satisfied:
(A) The transaction or acquisition and its terms are fair and reasonable to the client and are fully disclosed and transmitted in writing to the
client in a manner which should reasonably have been understood by the client; and
(B) The client is advised in writing that the client may seek the advice of an independent lawyer of the client's choice and is given a reasonable
opportunity to seek that advice; and
(C) The client thereafter consents in writing to the terms of the transaction or the terms of the acquisition.

Rule 3-310. Avoiding the Representation of Adverse Interests

(A) If a member has or had a relationship with another party interested in the representation, or has an interest in its subject matter, the
member shall not accept or continue such representation without all affected clients' informed written consent.
(B) A member shall not concurrently represent clients whose interests conflict, except with their informed written consent... .
(0) A member shall not accept employment adverse to a client or former client where, by reason of the representation of the client or former
client, the member has obtained confidential information material to the employment except with the informed written consent of the client or
former client.
(E) A member shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other than the client unless:

(1) There is no interference with the member's independence of professional judgment or with the client-lawyer relationship; and
(2) Information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by Business and Professions Code section 6068, subdivision
(e); and
(3) The client consents after disclosure, provided that no disclosure is required if;

(a) such nondisclosure is otherwise authorized by law, or
(b) the member is rendering legal services on behalf of any public agency which provides legal services to other public agencies
or members of the public.

(F) As used in this rule "informed" means full disclosure to the client of the circumstances and advice to the client of any actual or reasonably
foreseeable adverse effects of those circumstances upon the representation.



Philip A. Kramer, Esq.

Philip A. Kramer is the senior partner of Kramer 8 Kaslow, P.C., in Calabasas, California. Kramer 8 Kaslow is
Martindale Hubbell "Av" rated. Mr. Kramer is a perennial recipient of the prestigious "Southern California
Super Lawyer" award.

Mr. Kramer received his undergraduate degree from the Ohio State University and his Juris Doctorate from the
Catholic University of America, in Washington, D.C. His practice emphasizes commercial litigation and trial
advocacy, with a concentration on business litigation, and real property matters. He has prosecuted and
defended cases for over twenty five years.

Mr. Kramer is a licensed real estate broker and has spent considerable time providing legal services in
connection with real estate issues relating to loan modification and loss mitigation, land use and zoning,
environmental issues, easements, construction and development, finance, and landlord tenant matters.

Mr. Kramer is admitted to practice before all courts in the State of California and before the United States
Supreme Court and the United States Court of Military Appeals. Mr. Kramer has tried in excess of 200 cases.
He has appeared on nationally televised programs regarding pre-trial procedure and trial strategy and has
appeared as a guest lecturer on topics ranging from constitutional law to trial practice, and Mr. Kramer
frequently lectures on a broad spectrum of various legal and business issues.

Mr. Kramer serves also as a Judge Pro Tem for the Los Angeles Superior Court and as a Mediator.

Mr. Kramer is also a past president of the Los Angeles West lnns of Court, a national organization dedicated to
bringing back professionalism and civility into the legal profession. He also serves on numerous Boards of
Directors and serves as an officer in many companies.

Mitchell J. Stein, Esq.

Mitchell J. Stein, Esq. is a 25-year award-winning litigator, trial lawyer, financier, and entrepreneur. He has
represented many of the world's largest companies in State and Federal Court, and has been involved in some
of the highest profile cases in the Nation's history.

Mr. Stein received his undergraduate degree from the University of Pittsburgh and his Juris Doctorate from the
University of Pittsburgh Law School. Mr. Stein was admitted to the Bar in 1985 and carries a strong reputation
as an industry leader and legal innovator.

Mr. Stein has won many multi-million dollar jury verdicts, and has emerged as the leading lawyer currently
suing banks. Mr. Stein previously represented these banks (as well as the FDIC) and he turned plaintiffs'
lawyer in the 1990s. Currently, Mr. Stein's Ronald v. Bank of America case has made headlines throughout
the Country, and his approach to helping homeowners has been to prosecute mass joinder cases against
banks. His theories include claims of malfeasance, statutory violations, third party beneficiary claims,
phantom investors and beneficiaries, and unfair business practices. He is not prosecuting class action cases,
since those seem to benefit the lawyers more than the clients.



PAYMENT PROMISSORY NOTE

Client's Name: Payee:

Client's Address: Place for Payment:

Total Amount Due: $
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, (Client), hereby promises to pay to the order
o f K2 Law F i rm/Kramer 8 K a s low (Payee), in l awful money, t he s u m o f

($ ) on or before , 2011, in installments as follows:

1. Cl ient shall make a payment to Payee in the amount of on or before
2011;

2. Cl ient shall make a payment to Payee in the amount of on or before
, 2011.

If Client fails timely to make any of the foregoing payments on this Promissory Note when due, Payee may
immediately to demand, and shall be entitled to collect the entire amount due hereunder from Client. Further,
in the event of default, The Client agrees to pay all costs of collection of any amount due hereunder (whether or

not a lawsuit is filed) including all court expenses, disbursements, and attorneys' fees that may be incurred.
Presentment for acceptance or payment, notice of dishonor, protest and notice of protest are hereby waived.

This Note may not be changed orally, but only by an agreement in writing signed by the party against whom
enforcement of any change, waiver, modification or discharge is sought. This Note may be prepaid at any time,
and from time to time, in whole or in part, without any premium or penalty therefore.

Signature Date

Signature Date
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Kenin M. S ivak

From: erik davis [erikdavis@att.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Nafiz Cekirge; Keith D.
Cc: Kenin M. Spivak; private.oceibod@gmail.corn; oceibod60@yahoo.corn; chris@apexlegal.org;

bridget@apexlegal.org
Subject: Ronald vs. B of A: Ex Parte Notice
Attachments: New Plaintiffs 2-10-11.pdf

Gentlemen:

Please consider this as NOTICE that we will be appearing EX PARTE in Dept. 307 of the Central Civil West
courthouse, located at 600 South Commonwealth Avenue, Los Angeles, on Thursday, February 17, 2011, at
9:00 a.m., to present our Ex Parte Application for Leave to Amend the Third Amend Complaint to include the
349 names listed in the attached spreadsheet as named Plaintiffs in this action.

We would welcome the chance to discuss this matter with you and have you stipulate to adding such names to
our Complaint, without the need of judicial intervention. However, until such stipulation is entered into, the
above Notice remains in effect.

Erikson M. Davis

Plaintiffs' Co-Counsel

No virus found in this message.

db
Version: 10.0.1204 / Virus Database: 1435/3432 — Release Date: 02/09/11
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Kenin M. S ivak

From: Kenin M. Spivak
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 11:33 PM
To: 'erik davis'
Subject: UE v. OpCo

Erik,

Reference is made to California Rules of Professional Conduct, including specifically (but without
limitationj Rules 3-300, 3-310 and 3-500.

You are hereby terminated for cause with respect to the Oppenheimer matter.

Very truly yours,

Kenin M. Spivak

Kenin M. Spivak
Manager
UE Acquisition Co LLC
450 North Roxbury Drive, Seventh Floor
Beverly Hills, California 90210 U.S.A.
Tel: +1.310.691.5811
Fax: +1.310.691.5809
E-mail:ks ivak S M lmana ement.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE:

This email and any attachments are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or use of this email or any attachment is prohibited. Views expressed in this email are those of the
individual sender unless the sender specifically states otherwise. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately by returning it to the sender and delete this copy from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.



TORCHIA DECLARATION

I, Vito Torchia, Jr., declare:

1. I ha v e personal knowledge of the following facts, except as to those

matters based on information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be

true. If called to testify, I could and would competently testify thereto based upon my

personal knowledge, except as to the matters set forth based on information and belief.'

2. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice in California and United

States District Court, Central, Eastern and Southern Districts of California.

3. I ha v e read the Plaintiffs' Opposition to Motion to Remove Mitchell J.

10 Stein as Plaintiffs' Co-Lead Counsel and all related Declarations, Exhibits and documents

filed concurrently therewith (collectively, the "Opposition" ).

12
4. I cat egorically reject Mitchell J. Stein's ("Stein's") unsupported and

unsupportable characterization of Brookstone as a "boiler room." I further reject each
13

and every allegation of wrongdoing. In addition to California, I am also admitted to

practice law in New York and Florida. My record in each of these jurisdictions is
15

untarnished and no complaints or disciplinary actions have been taken against me.I
16

further observe that Stein has submitted no documentary evidence for any of his

17 allegations — nor could he, because it does not exist. Instead, he relied upon anonymous

18 hearsay, the purported experiences of one individual and a vivid imagination.

19 5. In fa c t , as Stein is well aware, on March 28, 2011, Brookstone filed a law

20 suit on the very issue that Stein put before this Court regarding anonymous defamatory

21 statements online and as set forth as Exhibit "B" in the Opposition. The law suit alleges

22 that Gary Digirolamo("Digirolamo")and approximately 9 others are responsible for these

defamatory online blogs. A true and correct copy of this law suit is hereto attached as
23

Exhibit "A."

25

26

27 ' In submitting this declaration and the exhibits hereto, the declarant does not intend to
waive and does not waive any privileges, including, without limitation, attorney client

28 privilege or work product protection.

TORCHIA DECLARATION



6. A sto n ishingly, Stein was my lawyer and Brookstone's lawyer with a

fiduciary duty to defend us in the very matter he now uses as a sword against us, in

violation of his fundamental duties as a lawyer.

7. Eve n more astonishing, Stein is so angry at Brookstone, Kenin M. Spivak

("Spivak") and me that he has turned the world on its head: last year, Brookstone

entered into an informal partnership with Stein and attorney Phil Kramer ("Kramer") to

develop a mass joinder business, including web sites, client support services and client

screening. Brookstone has never entered into an arrangement with Spivak, Bridget

Jones, Christopher Tomaszewski, SML or Apex (collectively, the "Moving Parties" )

pertaining to all or any portion of the foregoing activities.

8. On o r around November 2, 2009, I formed Brookstone Law, a California
10

professional corporation ("Brookstone"). I am the managing attorney of Brookstone and

at all times since formation to the present I have owned and currently own 100% of
12

Brookstone. No individual or entity has any right or option to acquire any portion of my
13

ownership in Brookstone.

9. Cont rary to Stein's unsupported and unsupportable allegations, neither
15 Kenin M. Spivak ("Spivak") nor any Moving Party, nor anyone else (for that matter) has

16 any financial interest or control in Brookstone, nor has there ever been any discussions or

17 contemplations to that effect.

18 10. Th e most brazen part of the Opposition is that since November, 2010, and

19 continuously until sometime last month, Stein has been counsel to both myself and

20
Brookstone on various matters and specifically including the Complaint for Fraudulent

Conveyance against Brookstone Law, P.C. and Vito Torchia, Jr., and Preliminary
21

Injunction issued against Brookstone Law, P.C. and Vito Torchia, Jr., attached as
22

Exhibits "D" and "E," respectively, to Plaintiffs' Request For Judicial Notice filed
23

concurrently with the Opposition.

11. St e in now tries to assassinate my character and Brookstone by raising
25

allegations he knows to be false and for which he is or was my advocate and

26 Brookstone's advocate. In doing so, he violates too many rules of the California Rules of

27 Professional Conduct and the Business & Professions Code to count — and gives great

28 advantage to our adversaries.

TORCHIA DECLARATION



12. St e in is well aware that Brookstone is not the successor to United Law

Group, and that no one involved with any of the allegations against United Law Group

has anything to do with Brookstone. Stein is also aware that Brookstone is a creditor of

the estate Untied Law Group in United Law Group's bankruptcy matter. To try to

insinuate anything different is, at the very least, disingenuous.

13. F o r avoidance of any doubt, Brookstone and I waive no privileges with

respect to Stein and expect and demand that he comply with his duties to myself and

Brookstone.

14. In addition to fully qualified attorneys, paralegals and other professional

staff, Brookstone has a contractual relationship with a software and marketing company

10
that gives Brookstone strong advantages in serving large numbers of individual clients.

Among other competencies, we have web designers, writers, state-of-the-art billing and

client relations software and a support team that interacts with our clients and lawyers to
12

ensure the best possible communications and service for our clients.
13

15. On o r around October 12, 2010, I met with Digirolamo, a representative of

the law firm Kramer & Kaslow. During this meeting I was told that Kramer had
15 partnered with Stein on the Ronald v. Bank of America case currently pending in Los

16 Angeles, California. It was proposed that Brookstone assist Kramer and Stein in

17 qualifying clients for the Ronald matter and for additional mass joinder cases Kramer and

18 Stein contemplated filing by the end of 2010 against numerous other banks in connection

19 with a broader relationship to be defined.

16. On o r around October 28, 2010, Brookstone met with Stein and Kramer at
20

Stein's house in Calabasas, California. During the course of this meeting a preliminary
21

"working agreement" was proposed detailing how Brookstone could work with Kramer
22

and Stein on the Ronald case. In connection therewith, it was proposed that Brookstone
23

would become involved in the cases as a co-counsel with responsibilities to be

determined, but probably including, at the least, supporting research efforts and
25 maintaining communications and relationships with clients.

26 17. On o r around November 1, 2010, Brookstone received an email from

27 Kramer & Kaslow in furtherance of Brookstone working with Stein and Kramer.

28 Attached to this email were copies of blank Stein Retention Agreements regarding the
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Ronald case and for contemplated matters against lenders JP Morgan Chase and GMAC.

The initial Ronald Retention Agreement sent to Brookstone from Kramer &Kaslowfor

our review was a Stein-Spivak Retention Agreement. However, when Brookstone started

to implement its processes, Brookstone was directed by Kramer &Kaslow to use a Stein

Retention Agreement that did not include any mention of Spivak. Also attached were

Kramer & Kaslow Retention Agreements regarding matters against lenders Citibank,

IndyMac, Wells Fargo and a lender "catch-all" for additional lenders to be named later.

Kramer instructed Brookstone to use these Retention Agreements for any client that

qualified for the mass joinder actions.

18. A t n o t ime did Kramer or Stein advise us that Spivak had any involvement

10
in their partnership or in their arrangements with Brookstone. However, Stein told me

about Spivak and told me that as co-lead counsel in the Ronald action his work on the

Ronald case would benefit any clients who joined that action.
12

19. A s B rookstone was beginning its efforts, we expressed concerns to
13

Kramer about his use of brokers. In particular, we were concerned about potential

capping issues. Kramer assured us that that everything he was doing was perfectly legal
15 and that did not violate the rules pertaining to capping. We then advised Kramer and

16 Stein that for Brookstone to work with them, we would have to completely separate our

17 efforts. As part of that separation, we wanted to open a separate joint banking account

18 that would only be used by Brookstone and Kramer & Kaslow and through which

19 Brookstone could be certain there would be no payments to or from brokers.

20
20. On o r around November 2, 2010, Kramer & Kaslow and Stein provided

their respective logos and marketing materials to Brookstone so that Brookstone could
21

use those materials on Brookstone's website. Shortly after Brookstone posted the
22

materials, a disagreement arose between Brookstone on the one hand, and Kramer and
23

Stein on the other, as to the proper use of the materials and logos.

21. On o r around November 6, 2010, I met with Stein and Kramer to address
25 the inconsistencies in their requirements and to address issues as to our working

26 relationship. At this meeting, I reiterated my concerns about Kramer's use of brokers and

27 potential capping issues. Kramer again assured Brookstone that everything was perfectly

28
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legal. Stein added thatKramer was an excellent attorney and advised that Kramer would

not be involved with activities that violate any law or rule.

22. Dur i ng this meeting Stein told me that Kramer would be having lunch

with Spivak in two weeks to talk to Spivak about removing himself as counsel in the

Ronald matter. To that time, I still had not met, spoken or otherwise communicated with

Spivak. Stein assured me that Spivak would be off the Ronald case by the end of 2010

and that Kramer would be added as a plaintiffs' counsel at that time.

23. Sh o r t ly thereafter, Brookstone proposed to Stein that Brookstone work

directly with Stein on the Ronald case since Brookstone is a fully capable law firm. Stein

told us that everything regarding the Ronald case and all future matters involving joinder

10 cases had to go through Kramer.

24. On o r around November 16, 2010, I contacted Stein with regard to the

possibility that Brookstone and I (personally) would engage him as our lawyer in an
12

adversary proceeding then pending against us in Bankruptcy Court in Orange County
13

California (i.e., the matters for which Stein attacked us in the Opposition).
25. On o r around November 21, 2010, each of Brookstone and I engaged Stein

15
to represent us in that matter and also with respect to other matters. At that time, Stein

16 suggested that I also engage Spivak as an expert witness in the adversary proceeding and

17 that Brookstone engage Spivak's law firm, SML with respect to certain compliance

18 matters. Stein also suggested that both Brookstone and I engage bankruptcy lawyer

19 George Baugh ("Baugh") to assist Stein in representing us in the Bankruptcy court

20
proceeding. On that day, Stein phoned Spivak and we spoke on a speaker phone — the

first time I had ever communicated with Spivak.
21

26. A cc o rdingly, on or around that date, I entered into a mutually executed
22

written engagement agreement with Spivak and Brookstone entered into a written
23

engagement agreement with SML, each with respect to the specific matters described

above. At that time, I also entered into written agreements with Stein and Baugh.

25 However, although I signed the written agreements on behalf of myself and Brookstone,

26 neither Stein nor Baugh ever provided me with a fully executed copy of their respective

27 engagement agreements. Every time I have asked Stein for a copy of the agreement he

28
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claims that he already has given me a copy. However, he has never provided and I have

never received a copy.

27. In c onnection with my and Brookstone's engagement of Stein, Baugh,

Spivak and SML Brookstone and I paid Stein, Baugh, Spivak and SML. The SML

agreement called for the payment of an additional $10,000, which at the direction of

Stein, Brookstone and I paid directly to Stein instead of SML. At the time, it was my

understanding that Stein would pay the $10,000 to SML. I later learned that Stein had

underpaid SML by $10,000. When I so advised Stein, he refused to forward any monies

to SML. Brookstone then paid the additional amounts directly. Both SML and Spivak

fully performed the services for which they were engaged and devoted the hours and

10 professionalism to those matters equal to or in excess of that which I had expected.

28. On N ovember 23, 2010, during aphone conversation with Brookstone,

Stein stated that he was done working exclusively with Kramer, but that he would
12

continue on a non-exclusive basis. Stein told Brookstone that he wanted to position
13

Brookstone to be the leader and authority on the banking/mortgage/foreclosure crisis.

Stein told us that he wanted to work with Brookstone to file mass joinders in various
15 states.He explained that he "understood" what Brookstone could do and wanted to

16 "expand into two platforms." He promised that he would bring in substantial money by

17 the end of 2011. Stein said that he had "a field of vision" and that it was time to hire

18 additional lawyers for me to manage. He also said that Stein and Brookstone would

19 jointly file a class action Stein was in the middle of drafting.

20
29. On o r around the week of December 6, 2010, Stein, contradicting his

previous reservations about working with Kramer, once again claimed to only want to
21

work through Kramer.
22

30. On or around December 9, I received an email from Digirolamo from his
23

Kramer & Kaslow email confirming that Kramer & Kaslow was the only law firm Stein

was going to work with. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct partial copy of this
25 email.

26 31. On o r around December 12, 2010, Brookstone and Stein discussed

27 working together on a new lawsuit against Bank of America.

28
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32. On December 30, 2010, I forwarded, via email, a draft copy of a

complaint for that proposed lawsuit (the "Wright" action) to Stein for his review.

33. On January 2, 2011, Stein acknowledged reading the Wright complaint

and stated "I understand what you want to do, and can help you do it." Stein and I

arranged to meet the following day.

34. Wh e n I met Stein on January 3, 2011, Kramer was present. At this

meeting, Stein agreed to be lead counsel for the proposed Wright case, finalize the

complaint and file it by January 7, 2011. Stein and Kramer informed me that they had

filed five new mass joinder cases in Los Angeles against various banks. They both

expressed an interest on Brookstone working on these matters with them. Once again I

10
expressed a serious concern to Kramer about client origination issues. I explained that

based upon what I had been reading on the Internet and feedback I had received from the

market, it appeared that Kramer's client solicitations might not comply with all ethical
12

requirements.
13

35. Bo t h Kramer and Stein said that I did not understand the law. Kramer said

that Kramer only pays "marketing fees." Stein said that there will never be a problem.
15 Stein asserted that attorney-client privilege would prevent discovery of any problems and

16 that I should just get on board and "everything will be fine."

17 36. My refusal to proceed with brokers and other elements of the Kramer and

18 Stein marketing plan soon led to a deterioration in our relationship.

19 37. On or around January 5, 2011, Stein requested Brookstone to help create

20
and host a new website for Stein to complement his www.dobielaw.or website with

which Brookstone has never had any involvement. Stein's new web address would be
21

www.m'steinassociates.comAlthough Brookstone agreed to host the site, Stein has
22

always had full control over every aspect of this site from content to layout. Brookstone
23

never puts any content or information on the site without Stein's express direction. The

contact phone numbers and emails all go directly to Stein at his
25 private.ocibod@gmail.corn email address. Stein (or someone at his direction who has

26 nothing to do with Brookstone) posts all blog responses.

27 38. On o r around January 6, 2011, Stein informed me that the Wright

28 complaint was not ready to be filed on Friday, January 7, 2011, but that it would be filed
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the following Friday, January 14, 2011. A true and correct copy of that email is annexed

hereto as Exhibit B.

39. A ro und this time I became aware that various law firms were using

mailers in order to market to potential clients. One of these mailers was called a FORM

1012-R.

40. On o r around January 12, 2011, I forwarded a copy of a FORM 1012-R to

Stein, as Brookstone's counsel and partner in mass joinders to obtain Stein approval of

the mailer for use by Brookstone. I specifically asked that he respond if any changes

were needed before Brookstone could use the mailer. I asked Stein to reply back to me as

soon as possible. Stein never responded, leading me to believe he had no objections. I

10
did not seek Spivak's advice or the advice of anyone at SML.

41. On o r around January 16, 2011, Stein sent me a very hostile email, in

which he claimed that he had an issue with Brookstone and with the Wright plaintiffs.
12

When I pressed Stein for an explanation, he backtracked, dropped his accusations and
13

said he had no concerns with Brookstone.

42. On o r around January 18, 2011, Brookstone expanded SML's engagement
15 to include a proposed acquisition of a law practice. That advice was unrelated to Wright

16 or any of our mass joinder cases. Because of our relationship with Stein, Stein was

17 copied on most communications pertaining to that engagement and was invited to

18 participate in all conference calls, though he declined to do so.

19 43. On January 21, 2011, Stein advised me that he would file the Wright

20
complaint on Monday, January 24, 2011. A true and correct copy of that email is

annexed hereto as Exhibit C.
21

44. On January 23, 2011, Stein advised me that he would file the Wright
22

complaint on Tuesday, January 25, 2011.
23

45. On o r around January 25, 2011, Stein again delayed the filing of the

Wright complaint and told me that it would be filed on January 28, 2011.
25 46. On o r around January 7, 2011,Stein told Brookstone that he wanted a

26 $20,000 retainer to file the Wright complaint. On January 28, 2011, I paid Stein the

27 requested $20,000 as consideration for filing the Wright complaint.

28
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47. On o r around January 30, 2011, Stein informed me that he did not want to

file the Wright complaint. He told me that Kramer had agreed to file the Wright

complaint. I objected to Kramer filing the Wright complaint because of the concerns I

had previously expressed.

48. On F ebruary 1, 2011, Stein and Mike Riley (" Riley" ) came to

Brookstone's office in Newport Beach. Baugh also attended this meeting later on. At

this meeting Stein and Riley met with Brookstone's attorneys and staff. We discussed

how we could all work together on mass joinders on a national level in certain key states.

Stein suggested that we form a national law firm, based in California, called Hartford

Dunn, LLP, in which Stein and some of his colleagues would partner up on mass

10 joinders. Stein recommended that Baugh be the managing partner and that Erickson M.

Davis be the other partner. Stein stated that he would be of counsel to Hartford Dunn in

the beginning. It was discussed that because Riley was not a California attorney he could
12

not be an initial partner. Stein then tasked me with forming Hartford Dunn.
13

49. A t t h is meetingStein recommended that Baugh file the Wright complaint.

He also suggested that Brookstone take its name off the complaint, even though we had
15 originated and qualified the clients and our lawyers were working closely with them. I

16 declined to remove Brookstone from the complaint. Stein agreed to work behind the

17 scenes and consult.

18 50. Pe r haps in anticipation of working together on Hartford Dunn, Stein

19 suggested it would be a good idea to incorporate Stein's logo into the slide show that

20
played on monitors in our reception area and other locations in our office. Brookstone

agreed and we added Stein's logos in rotation with other material on our monitors.
21

51. Sh o r t ly thereafter, Stein worked with Brookstone on the creation of
22

www.hartforddunn.com. As with Stein's other website, www.m'steinassociates.com,
23

Stein oversaw every aspect to this website from content to layout. Although Brookstone

hosts this sight Brookstone has no role regarding posting any content or information on
25 the site. Every aspect of the Hartford Dunn website is controlled by Stein and/or Riley.

26 52. A s a secretarial matter, on or around February 4, 2011, I sent an email to

27 Stein, Riley, Baugh and Kramer attached to which was the Hartford Dunn filed

28 Registration with the California Secretary of State and the Federal Tax Identification
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Number so that they could open up a bank account. As it turns out, Kramer opened a

Hartford Dunn bank account at a Wells Fargo bank in Calabasas.

53. I ha ve read the transcript and Status Reports pertaining to the February 3,

2011 hearing in the Ronald case which reflect a discussion of Stein's involvement with

Kramer, Kramer &Kaslow, K2 (my understanding was that K2 was a type of joint

venture between Stein and Kramer ) as well as Stein's denial of having seen the FORM

1012-R mailer submitted by Bank of America's counsel.

54. On F ebruary 9, 2011, Baugh and Brookstone filed the Wright complaint

(Wright v. Bank of America) in Orange County. Soon afterward, Baugh asked for a fee of

$10,000 for filing the Wright complaint.

10
55. A lt h ough Stein was paid $20,000 expressly to file the Wright complaint,

given Baugh's request for only $10,000, I emailed Stein on March 5, 2011 to request that

of the $20,000 that Brookstone had paid him, he forward $10,000 to Baugh. Stein
12

rejected this in a harsh email and demanded a full accounting of all monies Brookstone
13

has received from Wright plaintiffs. It was becoming evident that Stein refused to work

with Brookstone in a collaborative and honest manner.
15 56. On M arch 6, 2011, I responded that I would be happy to have a discussion

16 with Stein about Stein's contributions to Brookstone, but that the $20,000 Brookstone

17 had paid him was for a specific service to be rendered and that Stein had failed to render

18 that service. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the March 5'" and 6'"

19 email thread.

20
57. Stein refused to forward any monies to Baugh and refused to refund any

sums to Brookstone. He accused me of listening to Spivak (which was untrue, as at that
21

time, Spivak had nothing to do with Wright or my dispute with Stein). Stein then advised
22

me that he was immediately withdrawing from all matters in which he represented
23

Brookstone or me and that the attorney client relationship had been terminated. Contrary

to the Code of Professional Responsibility Rule 3-700(D)(2), Stein did not refund and
25

refused to refund any part of the fee Brookstone or I had paid in advance, even though

26 Brookstone paid Stein to cover four very specific matters, two of which are currently in

27 the middle of litigation and the other two of which were never initiated.

28

10
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58. Ou r relationship with Baugh also became strained. I then informed Baugh

that Brookstone had decided not to work with him on Wright, though we continued to

work with him on the Bankruptcy matter.

59. Giv en Stein's position, I discussed with SML expanding its engagement

with Brookstone to include advice on a first amended complaint in the Wright action and

on complaints in two other joinder actions Brookstone is contemplating filing, as well as

advice on two bankruptcy matters. SML agreed to my proposal, which covered two to

three months of legal services.

60. Int e restingly, on or about March 17, 2011, less than two and a half weeks

ago, the following exchange took place in Stein's "Tip of the Iceberg" blog entry on his

10
website www.m'steinassociates.com (as explained above, while this website is hosted by

Brookstone all content is provided directly by Stein who is "admin" below ):
From "Amelia," dated March 17, 2011, at 12:49am:

12
"I received a call from Brookstone Law firm from S. Cal. He interviewed me and

13
asked for docs to be faxed or emailed.

Is it one of the companies you are working with?
15 Thank you,"

16 Response from "admin" dated March 17, 2011 at 1:16am:

17 "Yes."

18 61. On o r around March 28, 2011, I, along with another attorney in my office

19 by the name of Joshua Shelton, met with a Mr. Frank Martinez and Mr. Edward Bostock

20
in Brookstone's Newport Beach offices. Prior to this meeting I previously had spoken to

Mr. Martinez about 2 months ago over the phone for about half an hour.
21

62. A t t h is meeting, I met with Mr. Martinez and Mr. Bostock for
22

approximately 10 minutes then I had to leave for a prior appointment. Mr. Shelton
23

continued in the meeting for approximately another 45 minutes or so. During the time I

was in the meeting I briefly talked about the banking crisis, the issues people have when
25 dealing with the banks and Spivak's potential involvement in the Wright First Amended

26 Complaint. Mr. Martinez asked about Stein and his involvement with the Wright case. I

27 explained that although Stein was not on the caption page on the Wright complaint, Stein

28 had worked on the complaint and was working, behind the scenes in the Wright matter. I
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categorically reject the balance of Mr. Martinez's and Mr. Bostock's declarations as

untrue fabrications.

63. W it h respect to timing, my experience with Stein's has been one where he

often says one thing, but does another, or makes contradictory statements, and is hot

headed, though he told me he was withdrawing, he had not returned any money and I

assumed he would eventually change his mind again and continue to represent

Brookstone and me and continue to work on the matters he was paid to work on. It was

not until I read the Opposition that I realized that Stein completely ruined our

professional relationship and violated the trust placed in him.

64. W e a lso are in discussions with SML regarding SML associating in as co

10
counsel in some or all of the cases in which it is helping us with the complaints. We have

prepared a draft engagement letter pursuant to which clients would retain Brookstone, but

they also would be advised of SML's participation in the case. Though we have agreed
12

on most items, we have jointly decided that before proceeding past the initial phase, we
13

will consult with ethics counsel and potentially the State Bar to ensure that all of our

activities are fully compliant with all applicable requirements.
15 65. Con t rary to the assertions set forth in the Opposition:

16 a. Until after March 6, none of the Moving Parties or SML had anything to

17 do with Brookstone regarding any emails, mailings, client solicitations,

18 client discussions, financial matters, or any other matters pertaining to any

19 Brookstone, Kramer or Stein joinder actions, except only that in February

20
or March 2011, Spivak provided legal advice on certain compliance

matters.
21

b. To the extent the description of Brookstone's operation in the Opposition
22

is correct (and much of it is not), until March 2011, all such activities were
23

either specifically approved by Stein, or Stein failed to object thereto after

due and complete notice thereof. Even after Stein withdrew as
25 Brookstone's counsel, Brookstone completed some support services we

26 had agreed to provide Stein. Those services were performed at the

27 direction of, and with the approval of, Stein or his new partner, Riley.

28 c. SML and Brookstone are totally and completely separate law firms.

12
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d. SMI. and Spivak have nothing to do with Brookstone's operations. By

contrast, those operations were developed by Brookstone with and at first,

for, Stein and Kramer. Just two weeks ago on his blog, Stein

acknowledged that he works with Brookstone. Stein's web site has a link

to Brookstone.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on

April 5, 2011, at Newport Beach, California.

10 Vito 1'orchi, Jr~

17

18

19

20

21

22

24
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Vito Torchia, Jr. (SBN 244687)
Deron Colby (SBN 196686)
Aalok Sikand (SBN 248165)
BROOKSTONE LAW, PC
4000 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 1110 wc>hf cAR! SoN, ctetk of thecotttt

Newport Beach, California 92660
Telephone: (800) 946 8655 ,OEPUT~
Facsimile: (888) 801-6274

Attorneys for Plaintiff BROOKSTONE LAW, PC

SUPERIOR COURT OF THK STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF ORANGE — CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10 qo PA'il5
BROOIZSTONE LAW, a California ) Case No„'
professional law corporation,

Assigned to the Honorable:
) tL fg~ r f f f f ew

13 Plaintiff, )
) COMPLAINT FOR: ~4

vs. )
) 1. UNI AWFUL AND UNFAIR

BUSINESS PRACTICKS IN
ATTORNEY PROCESSING CENTER, an ) VIOLATION OF CAL. BUS &

16 entity of unknown form; GARY L, ) PROF. CODE $17200;
DIGIROLAMO, an individual; CHRIS ) 2. INTENTIONAL INTERFERANCE

17 YANEI.LI, an individual; JANICE WITH CONTRACTIJAL
RELATIONS;

18 QTOIJPALIK, an individual; BILL
3. NEGLIGENT INTERFERKNCK

STEPHENSON, an individual; ROBERT WITH CONTRACTUAL
19 GOODRICH, an individual; NANCY } RKLATIONS;

TORRES, an individual; JENNIFER ) 4. INTKNTIONAL INTERFERENCE
20 TORRES, an individual; DIANE ALFARO, an) WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC

ADVANTAGE;
21 indiv!dual; BETTY BETTANOWE, an 5. NEGLIGENT INTERFKRENCK

individual; RACHEL WEBB, an individual; ) WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC
LAURI GERALD, an individual; and DOES 1 ) ADVANTAGE;

through 100, inclusive, 6. LIBEL; AND
23 ) 7. FALSE LIGHT.

)Defendants, ) [DEMAND FOR JURY TRIALS

)
)
)
)
)

27 )
)

28 )
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COMES NOW Plaintiff BROOKSTONE LA W, PC, in filing a complaint against

Defendants ATTORNEY PROCESSING CENTER, an entity of unknown form; GARY L.

DIGIROLAMO, an individual; CHRIS YANELLI, an individual; JANICE OTOUPALIK, an

individual; BILL STEPHENSON, an individual; ROBERT GOODRICH, an individual;

NANCY TORRES, an individual; JENNIrER TORRES, an individual; DIANE ALFARO, an

individual; BETTY BETTANOWE, an individual; RACHEL WEBB, an individual; LAURI

GERALD, an individual; and DOES 1 through I00, inclusive (sometimes collectively referred to

as "Defendants" ), and each of them, and for causes of action allege the following:

1Q THE PARTIES

1. Duri ng all times relevant herein, Plaintiff BROOKSTONE LA W, PC

12 ("BROOKSTONE" or sometimes "Plaintiff') was, and still is, a California professional law

13 corporation with its principal place of business located in Newport Beach, Cali fornia.

2, Dur in g al l t imes relevant herein, Defendant ATTORNEY PROCESSING

15 CENTER ("AP< ' ) was and still is a Cali fofnia nased company with its princinai niacin of

16 business located in Santa Ana, California.

17 3. Dur i ng all times relevant herein, Defendant GARY L. DIGIROLAMO

18 ("DIGIROLAMO") is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing

business in the County of Orange, State of California,

4, Dur i ng all times relevant herein, Defendant CHRIS YANELLI ("YANELLI") is

an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of

Orange, State of California.

23 5, Duri ng all times relevant herein, Defendant JANICE OTOUPALIK

("OTOUPALIK") is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business

25 in the County of Orange, State of CaliFornia.

26 6. Dur i ng all times relevant herein, Defendant BILL STEPHENSON

27 ("STEPHENSON") is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is. doing

business in the County of Orange, State of California,
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7. Dur i ng all times relevant herein, Defendant ROBERT GOODRICH

(" GOODRICH" ) is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in

the County of Orange, State of California.

8. Duri ng all times relevant herein, Defendant NANCY TORRES ("NTORRES") is

an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of

Orange, State of California.

9, Duri ng all times relevant herein, Defendant JENNIFER TORRES ("JTORRES")

is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of

Orange, State of California,

10. D u r ing all times relevant herein, Defendant DIANE ALFARO ("ALFARO") is an

individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of Orange,

12 State of California,

13 11. D u r ing all times relevant herein, Defendant BETTY BETTANOWE

("BETTANOWE") is an individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business

15 in the County of Orarige, State of Californ ia,

16 12. D u r ing all times relevant herein, Defendant RACHEL WEBB (" WEBB" ) is an

17 individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of Orange,

State of California.

19 13. D u r ing all times relevant herein, Defendant LAURI GERALD ("GERALD") is an

20 individual over the age of eighteen who was, and still is, doing business in the County of Orange,

21 State of California.

22 14. O T OUPALIK, STEPHENSON, GOODRICH, NTORRES, JTORRES, ALFARO,

23 BETTANOWE, WEBB and GERALD shall collectively be referred to herein as the

"EMPLOYEE DEFENDANTS".

25 15. P l a intiff is not aware of the true names or capacities, whether individual,

26 corporate, associate or otherwise of DOES 1 through 100, inclusive, or any of them, and will ask

27 leave of this Court to amend this Complaint to substitute the names and capacities of said DOE

28
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defendants prior to the time of trial. Plaintiff alleges that each of the herein designated DOE

defendants was and is liable to Plaintiff with respect to the matters herein alleged.

16. P l a intiff is informed and believes, and upon such information and belief alleges,

that the tortuous acts forming the basis of the actions herein were performed in the County of

Orarige, CaiifoiTiia, and within the judicial district in w»ich t»cse actions are brought,

17. P l a intiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that at all material

times Defendants, and each of them, were the agents, employees, partners, joint venturers, co

conspirators, owners, principals and employees of the remaining Defendants and each of them

and are, and at all times herein mentioned were, acting within the scope of that agency,

employment, partnership, conspiracy, ownership or joint venture,

18. P l a intiff is further infornied and believes and based thereon alleges that the acts

12 and conduct alleged herein were known to, authorized, directed and/or ratified by, the officers,

13 directors and managin agents of De,endants' corporations or business entities, and each o,

them.

riaini i i i is iu i i ner in lornicd and vci lcvcs anv vase» w lcreon a»cgcs» laL»lc cnL1Lyni :rr : r . ~ 1 . .' r . 3 2 L » . 2 1. 2 +l. 11 +l. i +I

16 APC is a mere sham and shell entity, organized and operated as the alter ego of DIGIROLAMO

17 and YANELLI as well as of one or more of the yet undefmed individua! DOE defendants and for

their personal benefit and advantage, in that DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI have, at all relevant

times, exercised total dominion and control over APC.

20 20. Pl a intiff is further informed and believes and based thereon alleges that there now

21 exists, and at all times material hereto has existed, such unity of ownership, interest and control

between APC on the one hand and DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI on the other hand such that

23 any individuality or separateness which may have existed between them has ceased. An injustice

will result if APC is not disregarded and DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI are not held liable for

the claims against APC.

26 21. Pl a intiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that the officers,

27 directors and/or managing agents of APC authorized, directed and/or ratified the wrongful acts o

28 the employees and representatives of APC and Defendants.
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STATKMKNT OF FACTS

22. De fendant APC was formed by DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI. Plaintiffs also

believe that APC was formed for the sole purpose of "feeding" various law firms clients

interested in what is now commonly referred to as "Mass Joinder" litigation. Plaintiff does not

believe that APC is a law firm or is properly licensed and/or registered to provi-e n;arketing and

client generation for law firms,

23, P l a intiff believes that at some point APC, run and controlled by DIGIROLAMO

and YANELLI, decided that BROOKSTONE was too much competition for the law firms that

APC was "feeding". They also decided that there simply was too much "bad press" about law

IQ firms that APC was feeding. To combat the bad press about law firms APC was feeding and in

an effort to destroy BROOKSTONE's reputation, APC, through DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI

12 set about organizing a campaign to interfere with BROOKSTONE'S business by concocting a

13 "smear campaign",

14 24. S p ecifically, on or about March 9, 201l, DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI held an

"! nate Droo!<stone rncc l lng al. ~I ~ s o lT iccs iocaicu i gv xw Sky i a M ~ i r c i c 9 Suite I J lj ,
r . s~ . '. wnr 1 cc". 1 ~ 3 1 0 R 1 ) Sk D f ( ' io S • '+o 1( A

Irvine, CA, At this meeting, DIGIROLAMO and YANELI I instructed the EMPLOYEE

DEFENDANTS that they were to begin posting negative reviews of BROOKSTONE on the

18 Internet in an obvious attempt to "smear" BROOKSTONE'S name,

19 25. DIG IROLAMO and YANELLI also told the FMPLOYEE DEFENDANTS that

20 APC would pay the EMPLOYEE DEFENDANTS to post bad reviews on BROOKSTONE and

21 would also pay friends and family of the EMPLOYEE DEFENDANTS to post positive reviews

22 of the law firms that APC was feeding,

26. T h e idea was that the fake positive reviews on APC's partner law firms would

24 replace the authentic negative reviews on those law firms and, in turn, the fake negative

BROOKSTONE reviews would replace the authentic positive BROOKSTONE reviews.

26 27. DIG IROLAMO and YANELLI specifically instructed the EMPLOYEE

27 DEFENDANTS to use their home computers to post the fake reviews, not their work computers,

28 in an effort to further disguise their scheme.
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28, S t arting on or about March 10, 2011, and continuing to the present, Defendants,

their friends and family posted a number of the fake posts about, BROOKSTONE, In these posts,

Defendants and their agents pretend to be either clients or employees of BROOKSTONE.

29. O n or about March 10, 2011, DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI conspired to create

and publish a fake post on the Better Business Bureau's website "'hereby YANELLI retended

to be a former client and a self-described "victim" of a firm named United Law Group ("ULG"),

a law firm with a troubled past. YANELLI's intent was to link ULG with BROOKSTONE.

Based on information and belief, YANELLI's post had the intended effect in that several readers

believed that ULG was the same as BROOKSTONE,

10 30. O n or about March 10, 2011, YANELLI was observed creating a fake review and

warning on BROOKSTONE's TrustLink page' (which is part of the Better Business Bureau

("BBB") website) wherein YANELLI posed as a potential client of BROOKSTONE named

13 "Steve R."

31. 'I he fake YANELLI post was then published on the BBB website. He then

1 5 reposteQ anQ repubiisned the samle nost on several other consumer advocac
<i websites The fake2

16 post reads as follows:

17 "I have been struggling for the last couple of years to keep my home, I catch

up and fall behind again on my mortgage and the economy is just not getting

better for me. I have tried everything, to no avail. I started trying to work with
my lender (WAMJ now Chase) back in 2008. I attempted to work with chase
and grew frustrated that aAer one year of sending and resending paperwork

20 and them losing they denied my modification. I was in the exact same

position as when I first contacted them. After all the frustration of trying to
work with them, I thought I had found the answer when I caine across United.

22 Law Group. Anthony was very helpful at first and told me that they could

23 help me. He took my information over the phone and "Qualified" me for a
loan modification. He told me that I qualified, but aAer my experience with
Chase on me to work with them I was skeptical at best. Anthony re-assured

25

Due to Plaintiff challenging this posting,
the BBB has temporarily removed

26 the post pending further investigation

P,s of the filing of this Complaint the Court can find YANELLI's blog as

27 "Victim of Brookstone Law — ULG Fraud" a t

http: //www,complaintsboard.com/complaints/brookstone-law-c(28450.html.,
and as

28 "John Davis" at http: //brookstone-law.pissedconsumer.com/scam — b
rookstone — law

vito-torchia-and-damian-kutzner-20110226223843.ntml
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me and told me that the difference between "ULG" and others was that they
were going to file a class action lawsuit against my lender and use that as
leverage to modify my loan. HE SOLD ME, I paid my fee and that is when
the nightmare started. after months of no return calls or emails I finally got

ahold of someone. By this point i was looking for a refund, they told me that
the reason I did not get a modification was that I had too much credit card
debt and needed to enroll in "Debt Settlement", since i was mad at their lack
of customer service, to "make it up to me" they would give me a discount on

that service, that they also provided, told me that they had addressed their
issues and "moving forward" they would not happen again. I GOT SOLD
AGAIN!!! A few months later I called to get an update, their phones were no
longer working, panicking i went on line and found out that they had been

raided by the FTC, FBI, the BAR, I found out that the major reason they got
shut down is that they proinised thousands of people (myself included) that
they would sue my bank and NEVER FILED ONE CASE. needless to say I

10 am still in the same situation except I am out thousands of dollars and i am
still struggling to make my mortgage payment. I am still trying to save my
house, that is when i heard about Brookstone Law and that they were suing

12 the banks. I contacted Brookstone and imagine my surprise when I the phone
on the other end was familiar to me, It was Anthony!! the same person from
ULG who i had first spoken to a year and a half earlier and never retianed my

call while he was at ULG, I did a search of Brookstone Law and found out
that it is the SAME PEOPLE AS ULG, THE SAME ATTORNEY (The one
that did not get disbarred) and the same person orchestrating a new SCAM,
mastermind behind ULG. I feel silly enough to have been fooled by them

twice, I W I L L N O T BE F O OLED A GIAN! BEWARE BEWARE
17 BEWARE."

32. YANEL L I has repeatedly republished the fake post online in its entirety under

19 various aliases including "John Davis."

20 33, O n or about March 19, 2011, DIGIROLAMO and YANELLI yet again conspired

21 to create a fake post this time pretending to be a current BROOKSTONE employee with "insider

info."

23 34. O n or about March 20, 2011, YANELLI, in furtherance of his conspiracy with

DIGIROI.AMO to harm and defame Plaintiff's reputation and business, published the following

fake post online as "Current employee at Brookstone Law %/insider info!:"

"It is all true!! I work at Brookstone Law and I am planning to leave
27 soon!! The entire situation there is very shady. When you get a phone

2B call from them they make it sound as if they are some sort of official
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group that will lead a "joinder / class action case" against the banks,
They never tell you how much it will cost you to join until they have

worked your emotions. The employees are also trained and hired based
off of playing the emotions of the people they call / clients. It is true

that Vito is the puppet of Kutzner and Kutzner is operating the
business. This place is making lots of money and they make it sound

as if it is a sure thing with the way they will go after the banks, Even
when you get hired there as an employee they lie to you. I would not

pay these people to do legal work, especially if they lie to there (sic)
own employees then they will Iie and deceive (sic) there (sic) clients.

To be honest there are plenty other law firms out there and Brookstone
should be the last resort or not an option at all. Like I said there are

plenty of other lawyers out there. They also work their employees 10
12 hours a day 6 days a week. They get away with it by contracting

their employees as "indepenant (sic) contractors" and they pay their
employees through a "so called temp agency" from a corp. in Nevada.

These people are barley legal and I hope that they get what they
12

deserve. They play with the emotions of employees and their clients,
13 Vito Torchia's rebuttal (sic) against the original report is laughable and

just part of the smoke and mirrors!!! This place should be investigated
further!!!!!! You all will hear more from me I will be quiting (sic) this

next pav period.. "

16 35. De f endants, all of whor,", also work for a law firm cal!ed Mass Litigation Alliance,

17
located at 18012 Sky Park Circle in Irvine, the same address as APC, use the fake postings as

1B
marketing material. Specifically, Defendants send the fake postings to current and potential

19 clients of those firms that APC feeds as well as current and potential BROOKSTONE clients.

36. O n or about March 24, 2011, GOODRICH sent an email to a BROOKSTONE

21
client with a link to one of the many online defamatory posts created by Defendants. A true and

22 correct copy of said email is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."

23 37. As shown in Exhibit "A," GOODRICH, among other Defendants, uses a fake

24 BBB logo showing a rating of "A+" when in fact Mass Litigation Alliance has a BBB rating of

25 "NR," meaning that the company is "Not Rated."'

27

htt:/ wwxv.ia.bbb.ot Business-Re ort/ivfass-Liti ation-Aliiance-100103596
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38. Ba sed on information and belief, the email evidenced in Exhibit "A" is used

regularly and as a matter of business practice by Defendants, including defendants to benamed

later as DOE defendants.

39. As o f the date of the filing of this Compliant, based on information and belief, all

Defendants continue to create anonymous online identities and publish and republish false

defamatory statements, on consumer advocacy websites, regarding BROOKSTONE and its

attorneys and staff and will continue to do so until this Court intervenes,

40. Th ese posts along with numerous others have been seen and read by a vast array

of persons on the Internet, the sum of which cannot be calculated with absolute precision due to

the nature of the Internet. The posts were read by numerous current and potential clients of

BROOKSTONE. The posts continue unabated.

41. Th ese actions of DIGIROLAMO are in furtherance of his criminal background.

13 DIGIROLAMO has a Iong and troubled historv of breaking the law. DIGIROLAMO was

sentenced to 5 years in prison following his conviction on 27 counts of securities fraud, 8 counts

of wii'e fi aud and ! 4 counts of mail fraud.

42. DIG IROLAMO has been "on the lam" since 1993 running from authorities and
16

17 moving from state to state in order to avoid a judgment against him for over one million one

hundred dollars ($1,100,000), stemming from a trial in Ohio in 1993.

19 43, As a proximate result of the above-described actions, BROOKSTONE has

20 suffered damage to its reputation, and irreparable harm to its business, reputation and good

21 name. The above-described publications were not privileged because they were published by

22 Defendants with malice, hatred and ill will toward BROOKSTONE and with the desire to injure

BROOKSTONE's goodwill and name. Defendants' intent was clear: Destroy BROOKSTONE" s

name and reputation.

25

27

28 'www.sec. ov/news/dimmest/1979/di 011179. df
htt://www. feanrotlaw.com/articles/articie9134.html
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FIRST CAUS1E OF ACTION

(For Unlawful and Unfair Business Practices in Violation of

Cal. Bus, & Prof. Code )17200-Against All Defendants as well as DOES 1-10)

44. P l a intiff'incorporates all preceding paragraphs of the Complaint as thought fully

set foith hereafter.

45. De fendants intentional, wrongful and unlawful dissemination of misleading, false,

defamatory and untrue information with regard to BROOKSTONE, its employees, attorneys, and

the manner in which BROOKSTONE conducts its business constitutes unfair and unlawful

business practices in violation of, among other things, California Business and Professions Code

10 )17200.

46, D ef e ndants' unfair, unlawful and fraudulent acts and pract.ices present a

12 continuing threat to BROOKSTONE and to members of the public in that these acts and

13 practices are ongoing, harmful and disruptive. Specifically, the posting of fa!se positive

14 information about the business practices and reputation of' firms fed by APC deceives and

I 5 misleads thie public regarding APC s business practices and reputation and. those l lrms tinat APC

16 feeds. The posting of false negative information about BROOKSTONE's business practices and

17 reputation likewise deceives and misleads the public regarding BROOKSTONE's business

practices and reputation. Defendants' posting of the false and defamatory statements has had,

and will continue to have, a damaging effect on BROOKSTONE's reputation and ability to do

business. Further, such conduct has eroded and will continue to erode confidence in

21 BROOKSTONE's ability to do business, as well as adversely affect the confidence of both

22 current and future BROOKSTONE clients,

23 47. As a d i rect and proximate result of the aforementioned acts and practices,

24 BROOKSTONE has suffered damages. BROOKSTONE is also entitled to attorneys' f'ees.

48. Ca l i fornia's Unfair Competition Law ("UCL") permits civil recovery and

26 injunctive relief for "any unlawful unfair or fraudulent business act or practice," including if a

27 practice or act violates or is considered unlawful under any other state, federal or foreign law.

Defendants have vio! ated the UCL by refusing to comply with California state laws.
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49. Ac c ordingly, pursuant to California Business and Professions Code )17200,

BROOKSTONE requests the issuance of temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief

enjoining Defendants, and each of them, and their agents, employees, officers, directors, and

anyone else acting on Defendants' behalf, from the following:

Publishing, posting, distributing and/or othe+vise disseminating, whet»er directly,

or indirectly, any false and misleading information about BROOKSTONE or any of

BROOKSTONE's agents, employees, officers, directors and partners; and

b. Cau s ing or inducing, through the payment of money or otherwise, any other

person to publish, post, distribute and/or otherwise disseminate, whether directly, or indirectly,

10 any false and misleading information about BROOKSTONE or any of BROOKSTONE's agents,

employees, officers, directors and partners.

12

SKtCOND CA VSK OF ACTION

(For intentional Interference with Contractual Relations
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16 50. P l a intiffs reallege and incorporate by this reference all of the preceding

17 paragraphs of this Complaint, as though fully set forth hereafter.

18 51, BR O OKSTONE operates law offices in Orange and Los Angeles County and

services clients throughout the nation in various practice areas. BROOKSTONE'8 economic

20 relationships with its clients are continuing and renewable with a reasonable likelihood of future

21 economic benefit to BROOKSTONE, but only at the clients' discretion, BROOKSTONE is able

22 to maintain its contractual relationships by providing quality legal services and by maintaining a

23 favorable reputation within the legal community.

24 52, BR O OK. STONE is informed and believes and thereon alleges that DeFendants

25 have knowledge of the contractual relationships between BROOKSTONE and its clients. As set

26 forth above, Defendants' intentional acts were designed to interfere with, erode and ultimately

27 destroy certain contractual relationships between BROOKSTONE and its clients.

28



53, A s a result of Defendants' ongoing scheme to post false and misleading

information, Defendants have caused interference with or disruption of the regular business

operations of BROOKSTONE, including BROOKSTONE's contractual relationships, and its

ability to do business.

54. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' intentional interference with

BROOKSTONE's contractual relationships, BROOKSTONE has been injured in an amount to

be determined according to proof at trial, but which exceeds the jurisdictional requirements of

this Court.

55. De fendants' acts alleged above were willful, wanton, malicious and oppressive

10 and therefore justify the awarding of exemplary and punitive damages.

THIRD CAUSF. OF ACTION

13 (For Negligent Interference with Contractual

Relations — Against All Defendants as well as DOES 21-30)

56. n I

15 ria,nt,ffs reallege "na iricorporate by t his rc' re ' " ' l l of the preceding

16 paragraphs of this Complaint, as though fully set forth hereafter.

17 57. BR O OKSTONE operates law offices in Orange and Los Angeles County and

18 services clients throughout the nation in various practice areas. BROOKSTONE"s economic

relationships with its clients are continuing and renewable with a reasonable likelihood of future

20 economic benefit to BROOKSTONE, but only at the clients' discretion. BROOKSTONE is able

to maintain its contractual relationships by providing quality legal services and by maintaining a

22 favorable reputation within the legal community.

58. BR O OKSTONE is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Defendants23

have knowledge of the contractual relationships between BROOKSTONE and its clients. As set

forth above, Defendants' negligent acts had the effect of interfering with, eroding and ultimately

destroying certain contractual relationships between BROOKSTONE and its clients.

27 59. A s a result of Defendants' ongoing scheme to post false and misleading

information, Defendants have caused interference with or disruption of the regular business
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operations of BROOKSTONE, including BROOKSTONE's contractual relationships, and its

ability to do business.

60. As a d i rect and proximate result of Defendants' intentional interference with

BROOKSTONE's contractual relationships, BROOKSTONE has been injured in an amount to

be determined according to proof at trial, but which exceeds the jurisdictional requirements of

this Court,

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(For Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

Against All Defendants as well as DOES 3!-40)

10 61. Pl a intiffs reallege and incorporate by this reference all of the preceding

paragraphs of this Complaint, as though fully set forth hereafter.

62. BR O OKSTONE's business involves negotiating and entering into certain legal

13 service agreements in order to provide!egal services. BROOKSTONE's client relationships and

agreements are developed in order to further their business activities.

v j  l4 l l \ bal l l a I l l '4 YY V I . jJ LW & ' L / l X U L & L J L a I V l a l l V I IDl l lp a al f Ll a p @e l l t L I I L3 a a
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1.6 Defendants are in a similar business. In fact, BROOKSTONE believes that Defendants have

17 access to some or all of BROOKSTONE's business information.

J8 64. Du r ing all relevant times herein, Defendants have communicated, either directly

or indirectly, with customers, clients, service providers and business associates of

20 BROOKSTONE and falsely represented the nature of BROOKSTONE's business. Defendants

21 have also made and continue to make untrue and derogatory statements, both oral and written,

about BROOKSTONE with the specific intent of harming BROOKSTONE financially and to

23 induce BROOKSTONE's business associates, clients, customers and service providers to sever

their relatioriship with BROOKSTONE. Defendants have. also made similar statements to

25 potential business partners and clients of BROOKSTONE which were intended to, and indeed

26 did, disrupt and interfere with BROOKSTONE's business relationships with those individuals

27 and entities.

28
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65, As a result of Defendants' intentional acts and wrongful conduct, certain service

providers, clients and others have terminated and/or otherwise reduced their relationships with

BROOKSTONE and refused to conduct business with BROOKSTONE.

66, As a proximate result of Defendants' conduct and the resulting termination of

relatioriships by cetaain! se! vice providers, clients, customers and potential business pa ! tners,

BROOKSTONE has been injured in an amount according to proof at trial, but at least in excess

of jurisdictional requirements of this Court.

67. De fendants' acts alleged above were willful, wanton, malicious, and oppressive,

and justify the awarding of exemplary and punitive damages.

10

FIFTH CAUSF, OF ACTION

12 (For Negligent Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

13 Against All Defendants as well as DOES 41-50)

68. P l a intiffs reallege and incorporate by this reference all of the preceding
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16 69. BR O OKSTONE's business involves negotiating and entering into certain legal

17 service agreements in order to provide legal services. BROOKSTONE's client relationships and

18 agreements are developed in order to further their business activities.

19 70. De fendants knew of BROOKSTONE's relationships and agreements as

20 Defendants are in a similar business. In fact, BROOKSTONE believes that Defendants have

21 access to some or all of BROOKSTONE's business information.

22 71. Du r ing all relevant times herein, Defendants havecommunicated, either directly

23 or indirectly, with customers, clients, service providers and business associates of

24 BROOKSTONE and false! y represented the nature of BROOKSTONE's business. Defendants

25 have also made and continue to make untrue and derogatory statements, both oral and written,

about BROOKSTONE. Defendants' negligent acts have had the effect of harming

27 BROOKSTONE financially in that as a direct result of Defendants' negligent acts,certain of

28 BROOKSTONE's business associates, clients, customers and service providers have either
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severed their relationship with BROOKSTOXE or refused to do business with BROOKSTONE,

Defendants have also made similar statements to potential business partners and clients of

BROOKSTONE which disrupted and interfered with BROOKSTONE's business relationships

with those individuals and entities.

72, As a res" It of Defendants' neg!igent acts and wrongful conduct, certain service

providers, clients and others have terminated and/or otherwise reduced their relationships with

BROOKSTONE and refused to conduct business with BROOKSTONE,

73. As a proximate result of Defendants' negligent conduct and the resulting loss of

relationships with certain service providers, clients, customers and potential business partners,

10 BROOKSTONE has been injured in an amount according to proof at trial, but at least in excess

of jurisdictional requirements of this Court.

12

13 SIXT8' CAUSE OF ACTION

14 (I'or Libel — Against All Defendants as well as DOES 61-70)

Plaintiffs realiege and incorporate by this reference all of the preceding

16 paragraphs of this Complaint, as though fully set forth hereafter.

17 53. Defe n dants' conduct described herein is intentional, ongoing and threatens to

18
irreparably harm, and likely has already irreparably and permanently harmed, BROOKSTONE's

19
reputation in the legal community.

20
54. Def endants' posts relating to BROOKSTONE are malicious, false, defamatory

21
and disparaging, These messages, authored and published by Defendants, were published on the

22
Internet.

23

55, Def endants have actively and aggressively distributed false and defamatory

information about BROOKSTONE to a countless number of individuals in and around the
25

United States and abroad, including persons in the State of California. Defendants' smear
26

campaign is designed to destroy BROOKSTONE's reputation and make BROOKSTONE the
27

object of ridicule, contempt, hatred and attack.
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56. BRO O KSTONE's ability to generate business and service its clients depends on

its reputation in the legal community. At various times, Defendants deliberately, and with actual

malice, disseminated false, defamatory and malicious statements about BROOKSTONE,

57, The specific stated or implied derogations pertaining to BROOKSTONE include;

a. That BROOKSTONE is the same as "United Law Group".
6

b. The legal services offered by BROOKSTONE are a sham, with no actual

7 8 8
possibility of success.

c. BROOKSTONE and its attorneys are committing fraud.

d. BROOKSTONE is a "scam".
10

e. BROOKSTONE "fools" people.
11

f. BROOKSTONE has no regard for the welfare of its clients and potential clients.

13
59. T h e above-mentioned statements are false and were published and republished

maliciously with the specific intent to harm BROOKSTONE and to advance, protect and bolster

15 the commercia1 activities of De fendants, De fendants and each of them and their o fficers

directors and managing agents participated in, authorized, expressly and impliedly ratified and

had full knowledge of, or should have known of, each of the acts set forth herein. Defendants

knew, or reasonably should have kno~. that the statements were false when Defendants made

the statements.

20 60. As a proximate result of Defendants' conduct, BROOKSTONE has been injured

21 in an amount according to proof at trial, but at least in excess of jurisdictional requirements of

22 this Court.

23 61. Def endants' acts alleged above werewillful, wanton, malicious, and oppressive,

and justify the awarding of exemplary and punitive damages.
25

26
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

27 (False Light — Against All Defendants and DOES 71 through 80)

28
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62. Pla int iffs reallege and incorporate by this reference all oF the preceding

paragraphs of this Complaint, as though fully set forth hereafter,

63, A s d isseminators of false and defamatory information, as described herein

Defendants published false information to the public that placed BROOKSTONE in a false light.

The information was published without BROOKSTONE's knowledge or consent.

64. Th e negative publicity created by Defendants is offensive and objectionable to

BROOKSTONE and to a reasonable person of ordinary sensibilities in that the Defendants

posted the statements with spite and ill-will and for the specific purpose of damaging

BROOKSTONE's reputation and standing in the legal community.

65. Th e statements were published with malice in that they were made either with

knowledge of falsity or in reckless disregard for the truth.

12 66. A s a proximate result of Defendants' conduct, BROOKSTONE has been injured

13 in an amount according to proof at trial, but at least in excess of jurisdictional reqturements of

this Court.

15 67. De f endants' acts alleged above were willful, wanton, malicious, and oppressive,

and!ustify the awarding o f exemplarv and nunitive d~maaes

17

Plaintiff anticipates filing a First Ainended Complaint to incorporate causes of action to

19 include, among others, fraud, conversion and potential civil liability for "spoofing," evidence of

which will be uncovered through discovery, including depositions of all Defendants in this

matter. Plaintiff reserves the right to assert additional causes of action after evidence of same

22 shall have been ascertained.

23

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants, and each of them for:

25
l. A temporary restraining order;

26 2, A preliminary injunction;

27 3. A permanent injunction;

4. Compensatory damages according to proof;
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5. Punitive damages;

6, Costs of suit;

7. For interest on the above-requested general and special damages and at the

maximum legal rate as provided by law;

8. Attorneys' fees where allowed by statute; and

9, Such other and further relief as this court may deem just and proper.

DATED: March , 2011 B O K STONE LAW, PC

10

By.
Deron Colby, o r ney or Plaintiff

12 BROOKBTQ LA W C

13

14

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

27

28
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EXHIBIT "A"



— — -Original IV!essage--

Frorn: Robert Goodrich [mailto:rgoodrich@mlalliancepc.corn]

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:20 AM

To:

Subject:

scam brookstone law vito torchia jr damian kutzner united law group sean rutledge robert buscho are

a scam j Ripoff Report Directory ( Scarns, Frauds, Reviews And Complaints

Company Directory i scam brookstone law vito torchia jr damian kutzner united law group sean

rutledge robert buscho are a scam

Approximately 1 Reports Found
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From: RC Admin
To: Vita Torchia Jr
Subject: Re: Wright v. BofA
Date: Thursday, january 06, 2011 5:30:02 PM
Attachments: rivate oceibod vcf

we need it in word.

great times ahead!

our new cases have gotten complex litigation status.

On 1/6/2011 5:28 PM, Vito Torchia jr wrote:

Do you already have the Wright complaint in Word format or do you need me to send
it to you?

We are still updating the plaintiffs. When will you need the full list of plaintiffs by
in order to file by Friday of next week?

81KX')K.'iTO ik L [., X KE

Vito Torchia, Jr.*
Managing Attorney
Brookstone Law, PC
1999 Avenue of the Stars, Ste. 1100
Los Angeles, California 90067
*Also Admitted in New York and Florida

Torchiav@Brookstone-Law com; t: (888) 968-5557; f: (888) 968-1116

IRS Circular 230 Required Notice — IRS regulations require that we inform you as follows: Any U.S. federal
tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used and
cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,
marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or tax-related matter[s].

IMPORTANT: This e-mail message is not intended to be binding or relied upon and, without limitation on
the foregoing, shall not create, waive or modify any right, obligation or liability, or be construed to contain
or be an electronic signature, to constitute a notice, approval, waiver or election, or to form, modify, amend
or terminate any contract. The information contained in this message is confidential and is intended only for
the named addressee(s). This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If the reader of this
message is not an intended recipient (or the individual responsible for the delivery of this message to an
intended recipient), please be advised that any re-use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message
is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please reply to the sender that you have received
the message in error and then delete it. Thank you.
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From: RC Admin
To: Vita Torchia jr
Subject: wright v. bofa; attorney client privileged
Date: Friday, january 21, 2011 6:24:12 PM
Attachments: t ranscri t anua 112011hr txt

rivate oceibod.vcf

Vito don't forget to send me in Word your draft complaint in Wright. It will be filed
Monday as you have instructed. The new development is that our other Mass
Joinder cases are now being transferred to Judge Highberger. You can see from the
attached transcript (open it in WordPad) that Highberger has a viewpoint about
these cases. Thanks. Mitch.

1
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From: RC Admin
To: Vita Torchia jr
Subject: Re: 20k for Wright Complaint???attorney client privileged
Date: Sunday, March 06, 2011 10:03:32 PM
Attachments: rivate oceibod vcf

Vito:

You are a nice man who has made an error in judgment.

You mistake kindness for weakness.

Mike Riley's paper approving Brookstone will also come down, tomorrow.

It is not about money.

It is about judgment.

You don't know what you are doing, and Kenin Spivak will not help you. He too
doesn't know what he is doing. You are just not capable of understanding it. And I
lack the effort — in view of what I taught you — to make you understand it.

My website and the state bar will light up like the lights on Broadway tomorrow at
8:00 a.m. with the cease and desist.

The money has nothing to do with it.

I never authorized you to tell clients I was representing them. And there is no
question about that.

In life, you go with what got you there. You will learn the lesson. I haven't the time
to teach you any more.

You mistake Kenin's LUST for business and to try to squeeze into the banking
business, as if he "got you here."

I am sorry.

It is best to terminate the relationship.

Mitch.

On 3/6/2011 9:52 PM, Vito Torchia jr wrote:

Mitch:

I do not understand your hostility. I disagree with everything in your email. Nothing
I said was false. And you are, and have been aware of since the beginning, of
everything Brookstone is doing. In fact, you either previously approved of, or
orchestrated all Brookstone materials both on-line and to the public. If you are
willing to through our relationship away over $20,000, which is just money, you can
keep it. I have extensive journal entries, documents including retainer agreements,
and many emails confirming your involvement with Brookstone, the Wright case and



the ULG Trustee matter, to name a few...

Going to war over what seems like only $20,000 is a no win situation for either of us
and it seems that it matters to you more than our relationship does.

By taking action tomorrow will do no good as it does not benefit anyone to air out
EACH OTHER'S dirty underwear!

The confusion was, which I can forward you tomorrow (your email confirmations),
that you were working on, handling, and filing, the Wright case.

Obviously instead of working this out as gentlemen, you are willing to through our
relationship away.

I will handle this matter with George going forward.

If you would like to talk as gentlemen, or with me as your client, I am more than
open to do so tomorrow.

81KXDKNToNL l ..XKE

Vito Torchia, Jr.*
Managing Attorney
Brookstone Law, PC
4000 MacArthur Boulevard, Ste. 1110
Newport Beach, California 92660
*Also Admitted in New York and Florida
T rchiav B r k s t ne-Law c m; t: (800) 946-8655, ext: 757; f: (888) 968-1116

From: RC Admin [mailto: rivate.oceibod m a i l .com]
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 20ll 9:l9 PM

To: Vito Torchia jr
Subject: Re: 20k for Wright Complaint???attorney client privileged

Vito:

I disagree with everything said in your email.

Under no circumstances will I pay any money to anybody as you direct.

Furthermore, for the reasons set forth below, THIS CONSTITUTES A CEASE AND
DESIST NOTIFICATION THAT BROOKSTONE IMMEDIATELY CEASE AND
D ESIST FROM USING MY NAME AND LIKENESS IN ANY FORMAT 
VIDEO, PRINT, ORAL, WRITTEN OR OTHERWISE.

Lastly, this constitutes notification that Mitchell J. Stein k Associates hereby
withdraws from all matters upon which it represents Brookstone Law Group or any
similar law firm. I am uncertain whether there are any such active matters, but to the
extent Brookstone believes there to be pending matters then consider this email a
notification that the attorney client relationship has been terminated.



Over the weekend, I have learned of multiple instances in which Brookstone or its
agents have represented to members of the public that I am partners with — and
approving of — Brookstone's litigation activity. These representations are false.

I will be taking action tomorrow to make certain in the public's eyes that Brookstone
has been given a cease and desist notification from me.

Any further use of my name and likeness shall be responded to with immediate
litigation being initiated, as well as other remedial measures being sought according
to law.

Govern yourselves accordingly.

Mitchell J. Stein.

On 3/6/2011 9:04 PM, Vito Torchia Jr wrote:
Mitch,

Thanks for your prompt response. While I am happy to have a discussion with you
about your contributions to Brookstone and Brookstone's contribution to you, the
purpose of my email was much more narrow.

Brookstone paid you $20,000 for a very specific and singular purpose of readying the
complaint for filing, putting your name on it and filing. You ultimately chose not to
do so. George as done so and deserves at the very minimum $10,000. I thought I
was being very forgiving in telling you to keep the $10,000 as a thank you. If you
see keeping the $10,000 as an unintended slight, I would ask that you return the entire
$20,000 — since you did not do that for which it was paid — and then we can discuss
any other concerns you might have about each of our contributions to the other on a
global basis among you and me.

However, you did not do what the $20,000 was paid for and you cannot just keep the
money because you feel like you deserve it anyway.

I trust that you will do the right thing and forward $10,000 to George first thing in the
morning tomorrow. The remaining balance you can keep for your continued
involvement with Wright or, as stated above, you can return it to Brookstone and we
can discuss our mutual contributions.

Please confirm your decision. Naturally, I look forward to your continued
involvement in this matter should you so choose.

Best regards,
Vito



Vito Torchia, Jr.*
Managing Attorney
Brookstone Law, PC
4000 MacArthur Boulevard, Ste. 1110
Newport Beach, California 92660
*Also Admitted in New York and Florida
Torchiav@Brookstone-Law com; t: (800) 946-8655, ext: 757; f: (888) 968-1116

From: RC Admin [mailto: rivate.oceibod m a i l .com]
Sent: Saturday, March 05, 20ll 9:38 PM

To: Vito Torchia jr
Subject: Re: 20k for Wright Complaint???attorney client privileged

Vito:

This is unacceptable. I do not agree with your characterization of what has transpired
regarding the Wright complaint.

Please

(a) provide a full accounting of all monies Brookstone has received from the plaintiffs
in the Wright complaint;
(b) provide copies of all material bearing the name or likeness of Mitchell J. Stein or
his "trade dress" that have been distributed to the plaintiffs in the Wright complaint.

From these, I will determine what I believe to be acceptable.

My beliefs are in no way binding upon you.

However, I now have a list of 90 clients who have spoken with Brookstone personnel
who claim that Mitchell J. Stein is a lawyer who works at Brookstone or is otherwise
representing the interests of Brookstone clients. I experienced three of them in your
offices, with Mike Riley present. Certain of these people have written materials with
Brookstone's name on them. Mr. Riley is concerned enough that he is considering
removing his license from his treatise on the current mass joinder litigation landscape.

I have not sent you a cease and desist letter, because I am still looking into the issue.
However, I require this information so please provide it.

Thanks.

Mitch.

On 3/5/2011 4:41 PM, Vito Torchia Jr wrote:
Mitch:

George Baugh came to my office last night looking to get paid some money for the
Wright Complaint. The initial plan was for you to file the Wright Complaint in
January and to be litigation counsel. At that time Brookstone paid you $20,000 to do
so. However, as it turned out, George filed the case and you remained involved in the
background. As we agreed, that money was for you to be on the complaint and



working on it. For strategic reasons you are not on the complaint, however you are
working behind the scenes.

Since the roles have changed, and I want you to be as involved as you can, or want,
to be, I need for you to transfer $10,000 to George on Monday for his participation on
this matter. You can keep the remaining 10k for your work behind the scenes. We

can revisit this topic as you take on a more active role and as funds become available.

Please confirm by tomorrow that you will do this and I will let George know. I know
he will appreciate it.

Thanks. Have a great weekend!

BRCX'IKSTON I: l ., % KE

Vito Torchia, Jr.*
Managing Attorney
Brookstone Law, PC

4000 MacArthur Boulevard, Ste. 1110
Newport Beach, California 92660
*Also Admitted in New York and Florida

T rchiav@Br kst ne-Law c m; t: (800) 946-8655, ext: 757; f: (888) 968-1116

IRS Circular 230 Required Notice — IRS regulations require that we inform you as follows: Any U.S. federal
tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used and
cannot be used, for the purpose of (I) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,
marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or tax-related matter[s].

IMPORTANT: This e-mail message is not intended to be binding or relied upon and, without limitation on
the foregoing, shall not create, waive or modify any right, obligation or liability, or be construed to contain
or be an electronic signature, to constitute a notice, approval, waiver or election, or to form, modify, amend
or terminate any contract. The information contained in this message is confidential and is intended only for
the named addressee(s). This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If the reader of this
message is not an intended recipient (or the individual responsible for the delivery of this message to an
intended recipient), please be advised that any re-use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message
is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please reply to the sender that you have received
the message in error and then delete it. Thank you.
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From: Kramer 5 Kaslow
To: Vita Torchia jr
Cc: ~Ph I K arne"
Subject: FW: Non-Involvement With Brookstone
Date: Thursday, December 09, 2010 12:20r42 PM
Attachments: rivate oceibod vcf

Good Day Vito:

Thank you for your texted response to my phone calls.

While I appreciate your scheduling burden, I feel we should talk over the weekend, if not before.

There are several pressing issues at hand that need to be resolved as soon as possible

As you must know, Philip Kramer, Mitch's partner in all new joinder activity, has placed several

calls to Damien, without any response. No response can be construed as a response.

Of pressing concern is our belief that, for some reason, and we hope it is simply a misunderstand,

Brookstone has processed retainer fees, on joinder retainers that involve the client having signed a

Mitchell J. Stein retainer, in conjunction with a Brookstone retainer, directly through Brookstone's

bank account.

We have been getting phone calls from several "clients" who have purported to have signed these

retainers, and we in fact have received a copy of one such retainer.

While there are issues that speak to the financial transaction, of more concern is the possible

existence of client files that are "stale" as to processing needs.

Prior correspondence with you clearly stated several transaction policies, including:

• We (APC, LLC) are the only client processing/case data arm of the attorney's new joinder

file flow, open to you. We are also managing the client updates, under M.J. Stein's

supervision, the Ronald v Bank of America/Countrywide case.

• All client retainer fees were to be deposited, in full, into the attorneys account directly.

In confirming these prior understandings, please refer to M.J. Stein's response to my conversations

on the issues.

At this time, it is problematic as to whether or not any of Brookstone's files in hand, will be

accepted, if they were processed through Brookstone's bank account, and have been held in

transit. You may need to refund those clients to clear this up.

I suggest very strongly that you contact Mitch's partner, Philip Kramer, and attempt to re-platform

your involvement in their venture.



RUSSELL DECLARATION

I, Dennis Russell, declare that:

1. I ha v e personal knowledge of the following facts, If called to testify, I could and

would competently testify thereto based upon my personal knowledge.

2. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all courts of the State of

California. I am a Senior litigation lawyer with SML LLP ("SML"), the senior partner of

which, Kenin M. Spivak ("Spivak") is co-lead counsel for Plaintiffs in the Ronald Action.

3. I als o co-chair SML's litigation practice. I have over 25 years of experience as

an attorney. I have litigated many hundreds of cases on behalf of corporations and individuals,

including complex disputes pertaining to business, securities, real estate. torts, entertainment
10

and other commercial matters. I have litigated in state and federal courts and in arbitrations. I

have tried nearly a dozen cases to verdict and argued appeals.
12

4. My cu r rent and past clients include local and national businesses in numerous
13

industries, including: real estate developers, brokers. construction companies and property
14

management companies; manufacturers and distributors; advertising agencies and film and
15

television production companies; insurers and insurance brokers; investor groups; energy
16

companies; mortgage brokers; artists and executives seeking redress in the entertainment

17
industry; and other india iduals in a broad range of matters.

18
5. 1 al so represent commercial and residential real property owners seeking debt

19 restructurings and mortgage relief.

20 6. I j oin ed SML after nearly 25 years as a litigation partner and principal in the

21 firms of Rosenfield & Russell and the Russell Law Group, as well as two years as a litigator for

22 Cyrus & Cyrus.

23 7. W h ile c ont inuing my legal practice, I was for approximately two years also in

24 house general counsel for Mantra Films, Inc. In that capacity, I supervised, coordinated and

25 managed approximately 23 active litigation matters throughout the United States, including the

26

27 ' In submitting this declaration and the exhibits hereto, the declarant does not intend to waive
and does not waive any privileges, including, without limitation, work product protection.

28 1
DENNIS M. RUSSELL DECLARATION



management of litigation teams provided by retained counsel.

8. I rec e ived my bachelor's degree curn laude in advertising and marketing from

the Grady School of Journalism at The University of Georgia and my law degree from the

Southwestern University School of Law, where I was honored with an award for Law and

Motion Practice.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April,

5, 2011 at Beverly Hills, California.

10 Dennis M. RusseTI
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DKCLA14ATION Ol THOMAS ( . I"OLL'Y 3IZ.

I, Thon>as (1. I'olcy, .Ir., declare:

1. I have ]?erson«I knowledge of the following I'acts, except as to those nlatters based

on information and belief, and as to those niatters, I believe them to bc true. ! f called to testify, I

could and wouldcompetentlytcstif'y1hereto based upon my personal knowledge, excepi, as to th

nsatters set forth based on inf'ormation and belief,

2. I am an a t torney at law duly l icensed to practice. before all courts of the Sta(c of

C'llifornia.

3 . I an~ a f 'ounding partner, of I'oley Bczek Bchle K Curtis LI V (" I 'BBC"). I

giadu«ted I'iom thc University of Notre Dame Law School in 1975 where I was an Assistant

I ditor of the Notre Dame I.aw Review. I was admitted (o thc State Bar of California in 1975 and

I «nz also admi(1ed to practice before thc U.S. Supreme Court, Nin1h Circuit I.J.S. Court of

Appeals, U.S. District Court I'or the I astern District of California and the V.S. 'I'ax Courl..

4. I 'BBC i s a Sou(hem California-based law firm whose a(torneys have earned a

national reputation in con>plex business litigation, class and mass plaintiff actions, and Icndei

liability and intellectual property litigation.

5, I was appointed as co-lead counsel with several other cxpcrienced attorneys by

.Iudge l,ichtman of the Complex I,i(igation Dcpartmcnt of thc Los Angeles Superior Court in a

complex case assigned to .Iudgc I.ichtman. which ultimately settled for over $100,000,000.0

dollars.

6. Doth m y partners I'etcr Bczek and 1 have served as lead counsel or co-lead

counsel in nun>erous class acI.ions and mass torts. In that capacity. I'BBC strives to work. in a

collegial basis with our co-counsel I'or the benefit of thc joint clients.

7. I hav e reviewed many of'the material pleadings in thc Ronald action, including

among others, the I'ourfh Amcndcd Complaint; the dcmurrcr and motion to s(rike with respect 1

the 'I bird Amended Complaint, as well as 1he related opposition and reply mentor«nda; Bank of

America's Petition for I 'ereniptory Writ of' Mandate or Other Appropria(e Relief and th

rcsponsivc Preliminary Opposition (and Memorandum) in Response to Dcfcndanis' I'ctition and

I?I'CLARA'I'ION Ol' 'I I IOIVIAS CI. I OI,EY, Jk,, IN SlJPPORT Ol: Rl. PI.Y



Pcl<"111ptol y Wl it of Malldate or Other Appropriate Relief', the instant motion regarding removal

of Stein and other matters (the "Motion" ); and various sta(us reports and Court. orders.

8. I als o have consulted with cer(ain of thc lawyers who brought the Motion (th

"Moving I'ar1ies").

9, 13a sed upon iny review of (hc filings, discussions with the Moving Parties and

0(1'Icl' coljsldera(IOIls, I'1313C ]las cxpi'essed scl'lo(ls Intel'cst ln assoclatll'ig into thc case 10 wol'I<

with the Moving Parties if (hc relief' granted by the Moving Parties is granted and Mr. Stein i.

removed as co-lead counsel. W h i l e there remain matters to be ncgo1iated, I ant icipate that

should I'1313C associate in, my parfners and I would share responsibility with:Mr. Spival< foi

.I 0 strategy„p]eadings, discovery and any settlement discussions, and I would be (he co-lead trial

counsel with Mr. Spival< aftria], should the case reach that point. I ain informed and believe that

.I 2 the lawyers at Apex would have principal responsibility for working with the clicn1s on a day-to

day basis and for any individual discussions regarding loan modifica(ions, though as the numbci

of p]aintiff's grow, thc (cain would obtain support to supp]eincnt their ef'forts.

]0. A l th ough thcrc arc details to be resolved, including approva]s from both th

I '13BC a i j d S M L Il l a l ' lagclncnt c on11111((ccs, I b c l l evc 61 posit ive I 'csolut lol l I s l i k e l y . Ci iv c n

I'BI3C".'s and n)y experience with class actions and joinder cases and the continuity and expertise

that wi]l bc provided by SMI and Apex„ if I"BBC docs associate into I.he currenI. litigation Iny

firm would devote the legal Iind I intincial resources needed to become cf'fcctive team Inembers..

20 ]1. Si n c e 1975, my practice has primarily involved business lif.igation and clas.

acfions, I have tried morc than 25 jury trials to vel dict as the lead counsel or co-lead counsel in

both state and fedeial district, courts. I have prosecuted or def'ended numerous class ac1ions a

lead or co-lead counsel in which the classes werc successfully certified, including In R

Structulcd Scttlcnjcnt LI(Igatioll, I ASC C asc No. BC 2441 ] 1 (a natiol'ill] class tlctiol j I I lvo ]v i l lg Il

I'onzi scheine, which resul(cd in scttlcmen1.s paid by, inter alia. Banl<crs 'I'lust Company, Mci'ril]

26 I ynch, and Wc]Is I ai *go Bank ); Internal I<cvenue Service ("]AS") )] 031 'I'ax Dcf'erred I.xchang

2'1 I,itigation, ]'cdera] District Court of Nevada, Case No. 2:07-cv-1394 (a national class action

213 involving a Ponzi scheme which resulted in se(tlements paid by, inter alia, LJnion Bank o]

1) I:":C I, A R A 'I'I 0 N 0 I' ' I ' I I 0 M A S G . I=O I.. I ' Y, .I R., I N S 1 J P PO R 'I ' O I" R I" P L Y



Switzerland and SIni(h Barney & Company)„' I-Iunter v. Okun, ct al., I ederal 1)istrict Court. fol

thc Northern District. of' Calif'ornla, Case No. 09-cv-02079.IW(I<Sx) (a national class action

involving a Ponzi scheme I'or which scttlcnlents have been prelin?inarily approved by the Court);

I'letcher v. 13rown & Brown. Santa 13arbara Superior Court., Case No. 01131631; 131inkinsop, et

'll. V. Vegas brand, I'cderal l)istrlct Court for Nevada (I..as Vegas Branch), Case No. CV-S-OS

0714 — M (Rl]); Scot(, ct al. v. Vegas Icon, I'cdcral District Cour( I'or Nevada (Las Vcgas Branch)

Case No. 2:06-cv-00082-.ICM-PAL.

12. I '1 313C served as co-lead counsel i11 a 111ass tol'I cBsc fllcd in thc Los Angclc.

Supclior Cour( involving over 3,000 individual clients. '1"he judge assigned tn that case, Carl

West, of the Complex I..itigation I'ancl of thc I os Angeles Superior Court., invited me io be

speaker at a selninar on complex l i t igation at I'cppcrdinc I aw School with .Iudge West and t11

opi?oslllg coul'Isel ll'I tllat Il lass tol't. case.

13. I ha ve bccn litigating on behalf of' borrowers against. Icndels since 1978, and I

have extensive experience in loan workouts and scttlelnents of disputed loans. I am the author of

Loall Negotiatiolls al?d Workouts: Stlatcglcs fol' Maxi l l l i / i l lg ihe Dcvclopel s I .,evcragc, 'I hc

.Iournal of Ideal I."state Development, Wintcl I 'dition, 1)89, and thc co-author of Workouts

Relieve Lenders of Allc cd I'ast Improprieties„Savings Institutions, May„1988.

14. Giv en 1313C's expericnccd team of 8 attorneys, as well as the existing team at

SMI. and A p ex, I h av e no c o ncern thai my o t her cases would i n terf'erc in the e f f 'cctiv

prosecution of this action on behalf of thc plaintiffs, should I'13HC associate in.

IS. I have l c c turcd on. l i t igation related topics at. continuing education seminar

spol?sol ed I?y tile A lne l ' Iclln I3ar Assoclat lo ll , fhe Cal l fo l 'nla Con( l l lu l11g I' ducatlorI of' tile Hal , t l l

American 'l'I.ial I awycrs Association, and the Continuing I.egal I.;ducation Institute in Ncw York

City.

DI::CI.,ARATION OI" Tl IOMAS G. I:OLL'Y, JR., IN SUPPORT OI" Rl:,PI.,Y



16. I ha ve an "AV" rating from Martindale Hubble. I was designated as a "Supei

Lawyer" in the field of business litigation in Southern California for 2006, 2007, 2008,2009,

2010 and 2011.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. E xecuted oi

April 5, 2011, at Santa Barbara, California.

l / ~ IM+l . ' / j ; cr t
~-Ihomas G. Foley, Jr.'
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DECLARATION OF PAUl RONALD

I, Paul Ronald, declare:

1. I a m a Plaintiff in the Ronald v. Bank of Arnerinr lawsuit. I am over thc age of

21. 1 have personal knowledge of tihe following facts. If ca'/led to testify, 1 could and would

competently testify thereto.

2. My p r incipal residence is at 6116 Kings Canyon %ay, Roseville, CA 95678

where 1 currently reside (" principal residence").

3. Ape x Legal Group, P.C. has represented tne for almost three years, Qr since I

have been having financial troubles resulting from the economy.

4. AAe r the beginning of, my financial troubles, we retained Apex Legal Group,

P.C. To help us with a loan modification. Apex Legal Group, P.C. Took on out loan

modification at no cost to us.

5. The bank did not want to extend a modification to us„ therefore. we wade a

decision to pursue our rights through litigation,

6. Ape x Legal Group,,P.C. Did not charge us any money to be part of rbis

litigation.
7. Ape x Legal Group, P.C. always timely responds to our inquiries and requests

for meetings and always presents us with up-to-date inforination.

8. Rec er}tly, while searcbing for infrmnation relating to this case on the internet, I

found some disturbing inforttiation regarding Mitchell 3. Stein, Phil Krarner, and K2 and

their actions with respect to the Ronald v. Bunk of America llawsuit, According to what I read

on the Intertiet, Stein, Kramer and K2 are describing the case as having much more success

than I have been told has occurred to date. These interrjet postings also descri.be large

retainers and talk about how part of the retainer will be paid to salespeople. There are also

rriany postings on Mr. Stein's web site attacking otber lawyers and firins„

9. M r. T omaszewski explained that the contingency of this case has not changed

and that no lawyer is part of this litigation unless they are listed on the caption of this case



He told me that Mr. Stein explained to the court that he is not involved with Mr. Krarner in,

these Internet postings and that he did not have first-hand knowledge of Mr. Stein's

relationship with Mr. Kramer.

19. M r . Tomasxewski also requested that any. materials that I receive nn the Pone@ '

case 0r Bank of America be forwarded to thezn irntned.iately, as the materials could be an ~

unlawful solicitation. I said. that I would do so,

11. I f m d the situation regarding Mr. Stein and Mr. Krarner and all of these

postings attacking each other to be very troubling. It is important to me that the legal team

that represents me work in collaboration with Apex and that the leadership of the team

respect my lawyers and their point of view. 'It is my exyetienoe that lack of respect for all

views c]oses a leader to the best alternative and that discordin a team can destroy the tcarn.

l2 However, I have the utmost con&ence in Apex Legal &oup, P.C and want,

]3 their continued representation. I also have full confidence that Apex I.,egal Group, P.C.will '

protect my rights by making certain that I have thc correct legal team. Apex hM my

authority to make those decisions in the Ronald lawsuit

17 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of thc State of California that the

foregoing is tote nnd correct. Executed on this ~ dey o f A p r t ll, 20.1 l in. Roseville,

California

2]
PAUL RO AI.Q

24
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ONAI.D

I, Lisa Ronald, declare:

'i. I am a Plaintiff in the R'onald v. Bank of America 1awsuit. I am over the agc of

2]. 1 have personal knowledge of the following facts. lf called to testify, 1 could and wouM

competently testify thereto.

My principal residence is at 6116 Kings Canyon Way, Roseville, CA 95678

where I currently reside (" principal residence").

3. .Apex Legal Group, P.C. has represented mc for almost three years, or since 1

have been having financial troubles resulting from the economy.

4. Af te r the beginning of my financial troubles, wc retained Apex Legal Group,
12

P,C. To help us with s. loan modification. Apex Legal Group. P,C. Took on out loan
13

modification at no cost to us.

The bank did not want to extend a modification to us, therefore, we made a

decision to pursue our rights through. litigation.

6- Ap ex Legal Group, P.C. Did not charge us any money to be part of this
17

litigation.
18

7. Apex Legal Group, P.| . always timely responds to our inquiries and requests
'19

for meetings arid always presents us with up-to-date information.

8. R ecently, while searching for information relating to this case on the internet,
21

l found some disturbing information regarding Mitchell J. Stem, Phil Kramer, and K2 and
22

their actions with respect to the Ronald v. Bank of America .lawsuit. According, to what I
23

read on the Interne<, Stein, Kramer and K2 are describing the case as having much more

success than .l have been told has occurred to date. These .internet postings also describe
25

large retainers and talk about how part of the retainer will be paid to salespeople. There are

also many postings on Mr. Stein's web site attacking other lawyers and firins.
27

9. Mr. Tomaszewski explained that the contingency of this case has not changed
28

and that no lawyer is part of this litigation unless they are listed on the caption of this case.



He told me that Mr. Stein explained to the court that he is not involved with Mr. I<ramer

in these Internet postings and that he did not have lirst-hand knowledge of Mr, Stein.'s

relationship with Mr. Krsroer.

10. M r . Tornaszewski also requested that any materials that I receive on the Annals
case or Bank of America be forwarded to them immediately, as the materials could be an

unlawfu] solicitation. I said that I would do so.

11. I f i n d the situation regarding Mr. Stein aud Mr. Kramer and all of these

postings attacking each other to be very troubling. It is important to me that thc legal team

that represents rne work in collaboration with Apex and that the leadership of the team

respect my lawyers and their point of view. .lt is my experience that lack of respect for ail

views closes a leader to the best alternative and that discord in a team can destroy the team.

12 12. However, I have the utmost confidence in Apex Lega'l Group, P.C. and want

13 their continued representation. I also have full contidence that Apex Legal Group, P.C.

14 will protect my rights by making certain that l have the con ect legal team. Apex hL~ my

15 authority to make those decisions in the Ronald lawsuit.

17 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct E xecuted on this ~9 day o t ' Apri!r 20!1 in Roseville.

California

20

21
,.lSA RONALD

22

23
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DECLARATION OI" CAPRICE DAY HORGESON

I, Caprice Day Borgeson, declare:

I. I am a Plaintiff in the Ronald v. Bank of America lawsuit. I am over the age of

21, I have personal knowledge of the following facts. If called to testify, I could and would

competently testify thereto.

2. M y p r i ncipal residence is at 1929 Letterkenny Drive, Lincoln, CA 9S648 where

I currently reside (" principal residence"),

3. A fte r thc beginning of my financial troubles, I retained Apex Legal Group, P,C,
10

to help me pursuing my legal rights against the lender.

4. Ape x Legal Group, P.C. accepted the case at no cost to me, other than a pure

contingency, I have never paid any monies for fees or otherwise to Apex or any other
13

lawyers associated with Apex Legal Group, P. C. to handle this case,
14

5. Ape x Legal Group„P.C. always timely responds to our inquiries and requests

for meetings and always presents us with up-to-date information.

6. Rec ently, while searching for information relating to this case on the internet, I
17

found some disturbing information regarding Mitchell J, Stein, Phil Kramer, and K2 and

their actions with respect to the Ronald v. Bank of America lawsuit. According to what I read
19

on the Internet, Stein, Kramer and K2 are describing the case as having much more success

20
than I have been told has occurred to date. These internet postings also describe large

retainers and talk about how part of the retainer will be paid to salespeople. There are also
22

many postings on Mr. Stein's web site attacking other lawyers and firms,
23

7, A Ae r reading these postings, I met with Chris Tomaszewski of Apex Legal

Group, P.C. I asked him about these troubling emails, whether the contingency status of this
25

litigation has changed and whether Mr, Kramer is now my lawyer.

8. Mr. Tomaszewski explained that the contingency of this case has not changed

and that no lawyer is part of this litigation unless they are listed on the caption of this case.
28

He told me that Mr. Stein explained to the court that he is not involved with Mr. Kramer in



these Internet postings and that he did not have first-hand knowledge of Mr. Stein's

relationship with Mr. Kramer.

9. Mr. T omaszewski also requested that any materials that I receive on the Ronald

case or Bank of America be forwarded to them immediately, as the materials could be an

unlawful solicitation. I said that I would do so.

10. I f i nd the situation regarding Mr. Stein and Mr. Kramer and all of these

postings attacking each other to be very troubling. It is important to me that the legal team

that represents me work in collaboration with Apex and tltat the leadership of the team

respect my lawyers and their point of view. It is my experience that lack of. respect for all

10 views closes a leader to the best alternative and that discord in a team can destroy the team.

il. Howe ver, I have the utmost confidence in Apex Legal Group, I'.C. and want

their continued representation. I also have full confidence that Apex Legal Group, P.C, will

13 protect my rights by making certain that I have the correct legal team. Apex has my

authority to make those decisions in the Ronald lawsuit.

16 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this day of April, 201 l in L incoln,

California

20
CAPRJCE . Y BORGESON

25

26

27

28



DECLARATION OF DANIEL BORGESON

I, Daniel Borgeson, declare:

I ain a Plaintiff in the Rona1d. v, Bank of America lawsuit. I am over the age of

21. I have personal knowledge of the following facts. If called to testify, I could and would

competently testify thereto,

2. My p r i ncipal residence is at 1929 Letterkenny Drive, Lincoln, CA 95648 where

I currently reside (" principal residence").

3. A fte r the beginning of my financial troubles, I retained Apex Legal Group„P,C.
10

to help me pursuing my legal rights against the lender.

4. A pex Legal Group, P.C. accepted the case at no cost to me, other than a pure

l2
contingency. I have never paid any monies for fees or otherwise to Apex or any other

13
lawyers associated with Apex I.egal Group, P. C. to handle this case,

5. A pe x Legal Group. P.C. always timely responds to our inquiries and requests

for meetings and always presents us with up-to-date information.
16

6. Rec ently, while searching for information relating to this case on the internet, I
17

found some disturbing information regarding Mitchell .J. Stein, Phil ICramer, and K2 and

their actions with respect to the Ronald v. Bank of America lawsuit. According to what I read
19

on the Internet, Stein, ICramer and IC2 are describing thc case as having much more success
20

than I have been told has occurred to date. These internet postings also describe large

retainers and talk about how part of the retainer will be paid to salespeople. T1>ere are also
22

many postings on Mr. Stein's web site attacking other lawyers and firms.

7. A fte r reading these postings, I met with Chris Tomas7ewski of Apex Legal

24
Group, P.C. I asked him about these troubling emails, whether the contingency status of this

litigation has changed and whether Mr.!Cramer is now my lawyer.

8„ Mr. T o maszewski explained that the contingency of this case has not changed

and that no lawyer is part of this litigation unless they are listed on the caption of this case.

He told me that Mr, Stein explained to the court that he is not involved with Mr. ICramer in



these Internet postings and that he did not have first-hand knowledge of Mr. Stein's

relationship with Mr. Krarner.

9. Mr. T omaszewski also requested that any materials that I receive on the Ronald

case or Bank of America be forwarded to them immediately, as the materials could be an

unlawful solicitation. I said that I ~ould do so.

10. l f i nd the situation regarding Mr. Stein and Mr. framer and all of. these

postings attacking each other to be very troubling, It is important to me that the!egal team

that represents me work in collaboration with Apex and that thc leadership of the team

respect my lawyers and their point of view. It is my experience that lack of respect for all

10 views closes a leader to the best alternative and that discord in a team can destroy the team,

11. Ho w ever, I have the utmost ~confidence in Apex Legal Group, P.C. and want

12 their continued representation. I also havei full confidence that Apex Legal Group, P.C. will

13 protect my rights by mak.ing certain thaf I have the correct legal team. Apex has my

authority to make those decisions in the Ronald lawsuit.

15

16 I declare under penalty of perjury urider the laws of the State of California that the

]7 foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this 0 " day of April, 2011 in Lincoln,

California

19
h

20 0 - NIEL ORGESQN
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I, Dustjn Hanna, declare;

1.I am a Plainti6'in the,Ronald v. 8ank of Amen'ea lawsuit. I am over the age of 21„1
5

have personal knowledge of the following facts. If called to testify, I could and would

coNpctently testify thereto.

2.My principal residence is at 4276 Thalia %'ay, Rancho Cordova, CA 95942 where I

currently reside (" principal residence'").

3.AAer the beginning of my financial troubles, I retained Apex Legal Group, P.C. to
10

help me pursuing my legal rights against the lender.

4.Apex Legal Group, P.C. accepted the case at no cost to me, other than a pure

12
contingency. I have never paid any monies for fees or otherwise to Apex or any other

13
lawyers associated with Apex Legall Group, P. C. to handle this case.

S.Apex I.egal Group, P.C. always timely responds to our inquiries and requests for

meetings and always presents us with up-to-dateinformation,
16

6.Recently, while searching for information relating to this case on the i nternet,'l
17

found some disturbing info@nation regarding Mitchell J. Stein, Phil Kramer„and K2 and. then
18

actions with respect to the.A'onaM v. 8ank of Americu lawsuit. According to what I read on
19

the Internet, Stein, Kramer and K2 are describing the case as having much more success than
20

I have been told has occurred to date. Tlmse internet postings also describe large retainers
21

and talk about how part of the retainer will bc paid to salespeople. There are also many

postings on Mr. Stein's web site attacking other lawyers and l[irms,
23

7.Mr. Tornaszewski explained that the contingency of this case has not changed and

that no lawyer is part of. this litigation unless tlhey are listed on the caption of. this case, Ile

told me that Mr. Stein expiaiined to the court that he is not involved with Mr. K,ramer iin these

Internet postjngs and that he did not have tirst-band 1cnowledge of Mr. Stein's relationship
27

with Mr. Krlner.



8. Mr. Tornaszewski also requested that any iTiaterials that I receive on the gona/4

case or Bank of America be forwarded to them immediately, as the materials could bc an

unlawful solicitation. I said that I would do so.

9. I find thc situation regarding lVIr. Stein and Mr. Krarncr and all of these

postings attacking each other fo bc very troubling. It is important to me that the legal team

that represents roe work in collaboration with Apex and that the leadership of the team

respect my lawyers and, their point of view. It is my experience that lack of respect for all

views closes a leader to the best alternative and that discord in a team can destroy the team.

1P. However, I have the utmost confidence in Apex Legal Group, P.C. and want

10 their continued representation. I also have full confidence that Apex Legal C~roup, P.C. will

protect my rights by making certain that l have the correct Iega] team. Apex has
my

17 authority to make those decisions in the Ronald lawsuit.

I declare under penalty of pcriury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this 3"" day of April, 2011 in Rancho Cordova,

16 Cali I'ornia

l7
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DECLARATION OF JOSHUA SHELTON ES

I, Joshua Shelton, Esq., declare:

1. I ha v e personal knowledge of the following facts, except as to those

matters based on information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be

true. If called to testify, I could and would competently testify thereto based upon my

personal knowledge, except as to the matters set forth based on information and belief.

2. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice in California and I am an

associate attorney employed by Brookstone Law, PC ("Brookstone").

3. I ha v e read the declaration of Frank Martinez filed in support of Plaintiffs'

10 (Mitchell J. Stein & Associates and Law Offices of Erikson M. Davis) Opposition to

Motion to Remove Mitchell J. Stein as Plaintiffs' Co-Lead Counsel and Other

12 Miscellaneous Relief (the "Martinez Declaration" ). This declaration is being filed in

13 support of Plaintiffs' (SML LLP & APEX Legal Group, PC) Reply to Mitchell J. Stein &

14 Associates' Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Remove Mitchell J. Stein as Plaintiffs'

15 Co-Lead Counsel.

16 4. First I note that the Martinez Declaration reads like an advertisement for

17 Mitchell J. Stein. Mr. Martinez's numerous references to "Mitchell J. Stein," to Mr.

18 Stein's self-proclaimed status as the "Doberman," to photographs of Mr. Stein with "U.S.

19 Presidents, U.S. Senators, with the Attorney General and large, framed monikers of a

20 Doberman" seem oddly out of place in a declaration about a meeting at Brookstone.

21 5. M r. M a r t inez is correct that I attended a meeting on March 28, 2011, with

22 Mr. Martinez, Mr. Bostock and Vito Torchia, Jr. Esq., Brookstone's managing attorney.

23 It was my understanding Mr. Martinez was attending the meeting only as a "friend" or

24 advisor to Mr. Bostock, and that Mr. Bostock was interested in reviewing his legal

25 options in regards to his current mortgage. Despite Mr. Bostock speaking for

26 approximately 10-15 minutes about his current mortgage situation, and how he feels

27 victimized by his lender, Mr. Martinez asked most of the questions in the meeting. I

28
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found this odd, but I was happy to answer any and all questions in hopes of providing an

accurate picture of Mr. Bostock's options.

6. I als o provided Mr. Martinez, at his request, with a blank, ~dra t form

retainer letter to review. That's about where Mr. Martinez wanders aimlessly from the

truth. Mr. Martinez fails to explain that he asked for a form retainer letter showing a

relationship between Brookstone and Kenin Spivak. He also fails to explain that I made

it clear that the retainer letter attached as Exhibit I to the Martinez Declaration was a

dnat of a proposed retainer letter. As proof of this, note that the bank listed on Exhibit I,

first page, in bold, is Wells Fargo. The bank that owns Mr. Martinez's loan is Bank of

10 America, the bank that owns Mr. Bostock's loan is Chase.

7. M ore over, I never said that I would provide Mr. Bostock with a retainer

12 letter after, as Mr. Martinez claims, Mr. Martinez signed a retainer letter. The letter

13 provided to Mr. Martinez was a "work in progress" and provided at Mr. Martinez's

14 request, in order to give him an opportunity to review it at his leisure (after the meeting).

15 It was never intended to be signed by either Mr. Martinez or Mr. Bostock.

16 8. I ha v e no idea why Mr. Martinez references a March 31st "review" of the

17 retainer letter in paragraph 12 of this declaration. He goes on in paragraph 13 to say that

18 on that same date (March 31st) he questioned me about the fact that Mr. Stein's name did

not appear in the retainer letter. I never met with Mr. Martinez on March 31st nor did I

20 ever speak to Mr. Martinez following the March 28th meeting.

21 9. Cont rary to what Mr. Martinez claims, I never told him that Kenin Spivak

22 was a "partner at Brookstone" nor did I say that SML, LLP is "a partnership owned by

23 Mitchell J. Stein." I also did not say that the "S" in "SML" stood for "Stein" or that the

24 "S" in "SML" proved that Mr. Stein would be representing Mr. Martinez.

25 10. Dur ing the meeting, Mr. Martinez was adamant about the fact that he

26 wanted to see proof of Brookstone's relationship with outside counsel who would be

27 working on his potential case. To accommodate his concern, I read the following to Mr.

28 Martinez directly from the draft Brookstone retainer letter:

SHELTON DECLARATION



' Unless Brookstone and the law firm of SML LLP ("SML") agree among themselves othervvise,

SML will be working with Brookstone with respect to the Lawsuit as co-lead counsel."

11. I e x p la ined that Kenin Spivak was a member of SML LLP, and that I

expected SML would work as co-lead counsel on cases with Brookstone. It appeared to

me that both Mr. Martinez and Mr. Bostock fully understood the relationship of Mr.

Spivak and Brookstone.

12. A ft e r explaining these points to Mr. Martinez and Mr. Bostock, Mr.

Martinez pulled from one of his folders a retainer agreement from the I.aw Offices of

Mitchell J. Stein. I le handed the retainer to me and said, "I have a retainer directly from

10 Mitch Steins office, I can just retain him if I want." I agreed with Mr. Martinez, that this

document did appear to be a retainer agreement from the I.aw Offices of Mitchell J.

12 Stein, and if he wished to retain Mr. Stein directly, he should discuss that with Mr.

13 Stein's office. I find it important to note that Mr. Martinez also informed me that despite

14 holding a retainer in his hands for potential services to bc rendered by Mr. Stein, Mr.

Martinez had never directly mct or spoken to Mr. Stein. I also found that somewhat odd.

13. I be l i eve I answered a fcw more questions and then our meeting amicably

17 concluded. I extended an invitation to both gentlemen to contact me in the future should

they have any further questions.

19 14. I ha ve worked at Brookstone for only two weeks. I would never make the

20 types of statements Mr. Martinez is alleging as to the relationships of outside counsel

21 working with Brookstonc, as l'm not involved in discussions regarding such matters. I do

22 believe that Mr. Martinez was slightly confused between Stein and Spivak, as the two last

23 names are somewhat similar when used repeatedly in a conversation. I did not hear Mr.

24 Torchia make any of these statements either. In short, Mr. Martinez is being untruthful.

25 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct.

27 Fxecuted on April 5, 201 t, at Newport Beach, California.
Joshua Sheiton, Esq.

28
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cRCC ot Sr,rrr T I

STATE CE A ' : CRY : A , CC " % ' Y CE L C S A NGELES

I am emp oyed in the Co ..tv "' os Wge es, State of Ca . forn i a . I am over t h e
age o f e i gh t e e n ( 1 8 ) ye ar s a nc .-." - a p ar t v t c he w t h i n ac - or. . My bu s ne ss add r es s
i s : 4 5 0 N o r t h Ro x b u r y Dr i v e , Seventh Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90210.

Cn April 5, 2011, I served the foregoi..g document(s) descr" bed as: REpLY TO
OPPOSITION, DECLARATIONS on these part' es .:r. t h s a c t i or. .

Mitchell J. Stein, Esg.

MITCHELL J. STEIN & A S S OCIATES

2 950 Busk i r k A v e n ue , S t e . 30 0
W alnut C r e e k , C A 94 5 9 7

Erikson M . D a v i s , Esq .
LAW OFFICES OF ERZKSON M. DAVIS

11574 Zowa Av e n ue , Su i t e 10 4
L os Ange l e s , CA 9 002 5

10

Robert E. Boone III

Keith D. Klein

Naf i z Ce k i r g e

'2 B RYAN CAVE L L P
120 Br o a d w ay, Su i t e 300
Santa Monica, California 90401-2386

13

(BY MAIL ) I am "readily familiar" with this firm's practice of collection and

processing correspondence by mailing. Under that practice it would be

15 deposited with U.S. postal service on that same day with postage fully prepaid

at Los Angeles, California in the ordinary course of business. I am aware that

15 on motion of the party served, service is presumed invalid if postal

cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after date of

17 deposit for mailing in affidavit.

(BY PERSC",AL ELZVERY) : ca sed s~ ch enve'ope to be delivered by hand "o the
18

offices of =he addressee.

'9 (BY FACSIMZLE) I caused such document to be sent via facsimile to:

Name of Attorney — ( )
A

21 (VIA EMAIL) I caused such document to be sent via email as follows:

Mitchell J. Stein, Esp. private.oceibodsgmail.com

Erickson M. Davis, Esp. erikdavissatt.net
22

Rober t E . Boon e , ZI I , Esp . r eboo n e Sb r y a n c a v e . c orn
Keith Klein, EsrZ. keith.kleinCrbryancave.com

23 Naf iz Cekirge, Esp. naf i z . ce kirge( zbryancave. corn

(Xi ( S'TATE) de c ar e u . .c er o enai t x o f o er -' r v ne er -he " aws c ,e c -a t e
Ca' i f or r. i a t ha t t h e a bov e '  t ru e a nc c or r ec t .

25

26

27

28
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( ) ( FEDER AL ) I de c l ar e t ha t 1 am empl oy ed i n the of fices cf a member o f t h i s cour t
at whose direction the service was made.

Executed t h i s 5 daY Ap r i l , 201 1 , -' Bever y Hi l l s , Ca forn

D ennis R u s s e l l

12
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22
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25

26
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